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PREFACE. 
My reading reveals that the most fascinating realm 
common to the.literature of knowledge and the literature 
of power is that of social history. Truth and fiction 
meet here in a strange and entertaining manner. Show 
me the social background created by any author who lays 
the slightest claim to the classification, realist, and 
I shall find it not less interesting than his characters 
and his incidents. 
The subtlety with which Meredith weaves this back-
ground and the progressive, almost prophetic quality of 
his ideas have led critics to say that he has no realis-
tic social background, or that he made a complete escape 
from the so-called Victorianism which was the social or-
der of his day. The problem of discovering how true 
were these critioisms led me into an analysis of the so-
cial background of his novels, and I have found it a 
problem worthy of interested- study. 
The final enjoyable experience connected with the 
setting down of my conclusions concerning the pr~b1em, 
is the acknowledgment of the assistance which I have 
received. I am indebted to Dr. J. H. Nelson for direo-
tion in the choice of a topic and for guidance in the 
arrangement and composition of the thesis. To Pro-
fessor R. D. O'Leary I am also thankful for several in-
valuable suggestions. 
Of the membexia of the Watson Library staff. -1tisses 
Fay Uoys and Delma Kagi have been particularly interested 
and heipful. 
To all these ·I offer my sincerest thanks. 
UARY LIIK TURBER. 
l. 
The world upon_wh1oh George Meredith· opened h1u eyes 
1n 1828 was a wozld not fully lihel'ated from the eight-
aenth cen~ury social order. There :remained 111 the 11f e 
a.nd thought of England the calm! caaual and u11hurried·man-
ne:r. the gentility. and the rationalism characteristic of 
the P?'.Cceding century. 
In the early yea:ra of 1.tered1 th• a life, th.e forces wbich 
had animntod the French Revolution lu.y in apparent abeyance. 
The forces which ht}.(l effected tbe lnduntrial J~evolntion -
most notably the new machinery with ivhich E.nglnnd had con-
quared ~ttapoleon -- were conspiring to change with amazing 
rapidity not only English civilization, but that of the rest 
of Euroµa and of a great pa.rt of the civilized wo:rld. 
Th~ scene which Uexadith left in 1909, after a long life 
of eighty-one years, ending ~1th w1 autumnal flowering of his 
literary reputation, was essentially the world of to-day, a 
twentieth century world struggling against tbe despair of ad-
justing human nature to the complex_maohine-made civilization 
of wllicll it is the inheritor. lluring Meredith' a long span 
of life, he saw the rise and triumph of those twin spirits 
dominant in the Viotorian Era - mo:ral fervor and mate:r1al 
prog:reaa. He saw and sharbd in the reaction against their 
2. 
triumph. He aaw the Victorian conviction that the in-
' ' 
dividual life is inestimably precious and significant 
and that its brevity must be atoned for by all absorbing 
work, give way to the negation that a single person can 
do so little to benefit the race that it scarcely pays to 
work at top speed. He saw eociety•s concept of 1ndivid-
ual sin oha.nge from that of an overwhelmingly dreadful 
thing into that of the personal psychological problem • 
.,The old order paeseth~. may well be said of his ex-
perience of life, for his England was in a continual fever 
of transition. In that England social, political and re-
ligious reforms followed close upon one anot~er. Thought 
was revolutionized as completely as was industry. Phil-
istinism held sway, even though there were vo~ces crying 
aloud against it. The story of lleredith•s own life is 
' ' ' 
typically a Viot.orian· story, for arising from the lower 
'' 
middle claas, he attained eminence in an age which produced 
God's plenty of eminent characters who arose from the mid-
dle class. He shared the refomning spirit, in particular, 
for with the aid of his pen, ·inspired by hie facetious Oom-
io Muse, he. preached the gospel of a .new feminism. His 
' ' 
philosophy was shaped at the wheel of the resurrected a.nd 
popularized theory of Evolution. The breaking down of the 
barriers of social distinction between the middle class and 
the nobility on one hand, and the middle class and the POP-
ulace on the other attracted his attention and furnished him 
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with themes for many novels. As a result of his interest 
in the political stwggles of the day, he created the char-
acter of an idealistic., radical hero. In every phase of 
his career, bis life, his interests, his art, there were 
ties which bound him to his age. The Victorian stir ani-
mated him. 
Until almost his seventieth birthday, the world was 
not curious about the life of .Meredith. He himself has 
told very little of hie early days. He was born at Ports-
mouth, in Hampshire, on February 12, 1828. He was always 
.reticent about the place of his birth, and on at least one 
occasion, apparently untruthful, for he told a census taker 
that it was "near Peterfield." He was undoubtedly of 
mixed Irish, Welsh, and English origin. He was proud of 
his Welsh ancestry, and it.is often pointed out that he 
sentimentalizes Welah characters in his novels, notably the 
Powys 1n Sandra Bellon1. 
Bia insight into the life of lowly types of character 
may be the keener for his descent from working folk. Qn 
the authority of Mr. J. B. Priestley, lleredith's biographer 
for the English Men of Letters series, Evan Harrington is 
ao~epted as largely autobiographical. The "Great Mel" was 
Melchizedek Meredith, the novelist's grandfather. The 
three Harrington sisters, Louisa, Harriet, and Caroline, 
were l!e:red1 th' s own aunts, Louisa, Harriet, and Catherine. 
His grandfrtther ovmed a nA.val outfitter• s shop, in Ports-
mouth, which is mentioned by the novells·t. 1!arryat in 
l 
Peter Simple.. l~e redi th was prohn.bly impelled bl' his 
extraordin~.ry p:ride and sensitiveness to avoid all men-
tion of the shop i11 his young manhood, but probably in 
later years, unde:r tbe influence of Thaclrn!'ay•·s 'Rook of 
Snobs nnd his own ~ature sanity he grew ashamed of hie 
shame of the-tailor's shop. Certainly, the story is told 
~ haute voix in Evan Harrington. 
George wae the only .child of the "Great Me 1' a" young-
es.t son, Augustus Urmston Heredithi and tTane. Eliza Maona.m-
ara, the daughter of an innkeeper. She isdescxibed a.a a 
handsome and refined woman, . of Irish descent. In boyhood, 
the future novelist was a proud, lonely little fellow known 
to other children as "Gentleman Georgy". His mother died 
when he 'va.s five years old, and he was ·brought up with no 
other company than his elders. He was botb handsome and 
precocious, but tvas not appreciated by his father, who soon 
married his housekeeper, failed in'the tailor·shop~ and 
moved to London. George was left in St. Paul1 s School at 
Southsen. 
'When he waa fourteen years of age, the trustee of bis 
mother's small estate sent him to·Neuwied on the P.hine, to 
a school kept by the Moravians. This order of religious 
men wa.s coneo1entiously devoted ·to the ideals of Christian 
· 1 Priestley, _George Meredith, p. 6. 
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life and liberal eduoatioil for the young. During l!ere-
d 1th 1 s ata.~r at Me1rded, a number of English l)oyo trere in 
n.ttendance .. He had been preceded by seve:rn.l who lnter 
heca~e eminent, among the!ll Henry 1.'.o:rley, ~vho never ceased 
to prn.ise the influence of the Nemvied achool dn.ya upon 
all who had experienced them. 
Germany a.t this period, a few yen.rs befo:re the :revolu-
tiona,ry outbursts of 1848 was a scene of enthuR1net1.o, lib-
eral and na.tiona.1 activity. 'rhe ideal of S<)o1a.l ne:rvioe 
was there :receiving shape. Religious tolerance and reao-
tion against nnrrow provincialism were in the atmosphere. 
1'J'e may oonclmle tha.t son:e thint~ of this Api:r.-
" it of liberalism, which must have been electrical 
in the air of Nenwied in the earlier years of. lnst 
century,. entered into the young l~eredi th and con-
. di t:loned the shn:p.ing of his mind, 2 
writes v·:r. J. A. Harnmerton, a well knorm critic of l!ere-
di th and collectol" of ne redi thie.nn. :'e1·edi th also o~ed 
to Germany the inapi:ration for Farina·and the Ge?'man scenes 
in Harrv Richmond. His overtones, nhich aTe so highly ro-
nr:.lltic, aml his fantastic style a.nd indifference to form 
nnd cm1struction in his p:rose a.:re also evidences of German 
influence. 
On leaving Heuwied in 1844, Meredith joined his father 
in London. He 'bec:mm the assistnnt of a eolici to:r, Char-
· nock,~ who introduced him to a gxoup of young and. aspiring 
lite:rnry men. His first work, n poem, appearen in their 
~ -,,,, Uammerton, J. A., George Meredith in Anecdote and 
Cri tioirn1~, p. 5. 
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little manuscript magazine The Monthly Observer, in 1849. 
!.t this time 1!eredi th tvas left without famil;y ties for 
hie father went to Cape Town. The senior Meredith xe-
mained there until 1863, and upon his return to England, 
he went to Portsmouth and retired, living there until his 
death in 1876. Meredith paid him a few short visits. 
There was l1tt1e affection on either side. · 
One of the early friendships formed by 'Me:redith \fas 
that with Edward Peaobok, the son of the novelist, Thomas 
Love Peacock. Edward introduced his friend Meredith, 
who •1a.s just twenty-one• to :Mary Ellen Nichols, his sis-
ter, the widow of a na.va.l' officer. She was thirty, 
beautiful, and witty. lie fell madly in love with herk 
and in spite of the warnings of her better judgment, she 
finally consented to marry him 111 August, 1849. For a 
while they lived abroad. Upon their return· to England 
they lived a part of the time with her father, and a part 
with other literary friends. They collaborated upon a 
work entitled, The Art of Cookery. Meredith also worked 
constantly upon his verse, and produced a book of poems 
which was published a.t his own expense in 1851. The book 
was poorly received, and the unhappiness over its reoeP-
tion was augmented by the fact that Meredith could ill 
afford the financial loss. 
In 1853, while the Mere_di tbs 1ived at Peacock's, -at 
7. 
Lower Halliford,, a sonj .Arthur, wns born.· Their othor 
babies had died in infancy.. The increasing family, n.nd 
the quarrels ·of ·the hot tempered couple disturbed the 
peace of Thomas Love Peacock too greatly, so that they 
were forced to set up houoekeeping in a rather poor style, 
across the· way. · By 1858, the poverty, aorro\v, nnd qun.r-
re ls had quite· overcome the love of Meredi th'e wife. She 
deserted Ueredith for aJ1_-a:rtist" Henry Wallis, leaving the 
child with him.· Her escapade uas over within.a year, af-
ter which·time she returned to the neighborhood in broken 
hea1th. She died two years later. It is signifioant 
that in spite of Meredith's later.championing of the cause 
of unhappily married.women, he never forgave his wife, nev-
er visited her, and never talked of her flight. The Or-
deal of Richard Feverel opens with just suoh a cloud hang-
ing in the background of Sir .Austin's household. It was 
written the year following Mrs. Meredith's desertion of 
him. Shortly after her death he published the sonnet se-
quence, Uodern Love~ and in it his. inward sorrow became 
articulate. 
Little is known of Meredith's association.with Pea.-
cock, although Dr. '.Middleton of The Egoist.is thought to 
bear traces of the elder novelist's Epicureo.n character. 
Priestley offers the opinion that Meredith's long dedica-
tion to the Comic Spirit may have been inspired by Peacock, 
a. 
who \vas himself ,somewhat ·~ worsh1pper of Thalia. 
In the middle of the fifties, Meredith•s·allegory,· 
The Shaving of Shagpat, was published. !t was reviewed 
enthusiastically ·by ·George 'Eliot in The Leader. In 1857 
appeared Farina; a Legend of Cologne, l:Vhioh was less suc-
cessful than the preceding work. 
After his wife's flight in 1858 llereditfrmoved to 
London with his eon, Arthur. He began work immediately 
upon Richard Feverel, \vhiob was published in ·18591 that 
marveliouayea.r, which saw among its illustrious ·literary 
output 1 the publication of the Origin of.Species; the~ 
of Two Ci ties, the Idylls' of· the King,, and The· Virginians .• 
Meredith's book received ailong and important :review in 
the Times, so thn.t his failure to secure popular approval 
cannot.be laid to neglect by influential literary media. 
In spite o:f his failure to attain popularity as.great as 
that o:f his contemporary novelists, his long stories,~ 
Harrington (186l)t Vittoria {l86S)t and others were suffi-
ciently popular.to merit publication in prosperous periodi-
cals. 
·nuring the next year or two• his ·circle of acquaint-
ances came to include the Carlyles, and Captain William 
Fxederick·Uaxse, a friend until Meredith1 s death. lle was 
the original of Nevil Beauchamp. As lteredith•s literary 
contacts ·increased ·his voca!!~~~~--;!!~.~~-~~--~_.8--·-~-~P-~~~~-,_ ~nd 
he busied himself with ma~y literary activities. He 
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found baclc work a D;ecessity, if he wished to sat1ofy his 
rathe:r ariotooratio tastes; no he ente:red a, journu.list1o 
career as a regular contributor to the Ipswich t.Tourno.l. 
He lived in Suffolk, but went weekly to London. In 1866, 
he was sent to Italy as a special war coxxespondent of the 
i1orning Post. In 1867 he acted as editor of the Fort-
nightlz EeV'ie1! for John Horley, who was in America.. , 
Although journalism wn.s novc:r a pleasant activity to 
him, his work as a publisher• a reader was one of the great-
est pleasures of his life. In 1860 he becume li tern.:ry ad-
viser to his publishoxs, Chapman and Hall, and for thi:rty-
five years remained their read.er. He had by 1860 become 
acquainted with Rossetti and Swinburne through hia contri-
bution of poems to Once a Week. Rossetti used hio head 
as the mode1 fox the head of Christ in a picture of the 
Magdalene. Other 11 terary friends were :received during 
this period at his small country house in Surrey. He t-WB 
friendly with Lady Duff Gordon and her daughter, who in-
t:roduced him ih turn to other celebrities. He was fond of 
walking about the Surrey country, which was the source of 
much of his poetio inspiration. 
Once a Week printed Evun Harrington aerially in 1860. 
1-teredi th travelled extensively the same year with his lit-
tle son in· Germany; Italy, and Switzexland. Upon hia l'e-
turn to England, he published !~odern Love and Poems bv the 
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Roadside, which ivexe admired by Tennyson and Browning. 
and defended againct criticism by Swinburne.· 
: ln 1864 1 he ma.:rxied !~arie Vulliamy, the youngest of 
the three daughters o:f a Surrey neighl,or, of Huguenot ex-
traction. 'This maxxiage, except for 1 ts rasul tant. eo-
trnngement wi.th his ao11,: proved as happy as· bis first ba.d 
been tragic. Sandra. Belloni, then oalled. Emilia in !:!ng-
land,. , appea:red the ·same year. 
-In 1865, a son, William l!a...~se, was born. His older 
son> the sensitive ATthur. resented the pxesenoe of the 
new .family in the household, and having a small indepen-
dent fortune, gr~dually oame to be entirely estranged from 
Meredith, ·xefuoing all overtures, even when fatally ill in 
1890. F..hod·a. Fleming ( 1865) and Vittoria ( 1866) were . both 
f'ailuxes.. . Uered1 th was able, howevar 1 three yea:rs later 
to purchase Flint Cottage, at '.Hox Hill, in Su1~1·ey •. lt 
was a beautiful old house, facing an expanse of open ooun-
try. There he lived for forty yeal"S, until his d.eath in 
1909. 
In spite of Meredith's failure to ttt.tai!l populnrity,. 
he oont·inued to wxi te and to find publishers.. The .Q.Q,m-
hiil. Magazine in-1870 and 1871 publis.hed the :Adventures 
of Barry Riohr:iond.· In 1875,· Eeauchamp•s Cnreer n.ppeared 
and r;as more f avo:rably received than any. previous work of 
Meredith's had been. During this decade of the seventies 
ll,. 
he wrote.poems and short prose pieces, and at least one 
famous essay,· that .on the: Comic Spirit., which he deli-ve:red 
. as a leoture, in London in 1878. His famous workshop, the 
chalet .• was built on high ground at the baok of the garden 
of his Box Hill ;cottage. · He re he wrote The F!goie t 1 pub-
lished in ,1879,· which· was an undoubted success. IUs Sur-
rey estate :became a.·sort of literary shrine, where he was 
. worshipped by young· admirers• Fruitful literary friend-
ships were formed· with llorley, Stevenson, Henley, Barrie, 
and, Leslie, Stephen. The . latter tvaa the original of Ver-
11011 ~Vhi tford in The Egoist. 
Because .of ill health, Ueredith was forced to travel 
iu France for a period. He did.not cease work, however, 
for in 1880 The Tragic·Comedians appeared, nnd a collection 
of poems"containing some of his finest verse, Poem.a and 
Lyrics· of the Joy of Earth, followed in 1883. In 1884~ 
the most successful of his novels, Diana of· the Crossways,· 
was -published. !t was a source of some annoyance to ??e:re-
di th in ~pite o:f its success, for he had baaed it on a 
story of Yrs. Caroline Norton, friend of Lady Duff Goxdon,. 
and a descendant of Richard Brinsley Sheridan, who had been 
falsely accused of betraying a. political secret to the 
Times .. A relative of Mrs. Norton inoisted that tho nave-
list should help to suppress the story, since he had helped 
to oiroul'a.te it. All latex editions of Diana were there.-
12. 
f o:re prefaced by an explanatoxy note disclaiming all 
pers~nal reference in the' novel. 
,After the death· of hie \7ife in 1885, Meredith tu1·ned 
again to 'the writing of poetry, and in 1888 published .! 
Ren.ding·· of Ee .. rt1!,~ The> novel, One·of -Our Conquerors; 
appeared in 1892. Lord Ormont and·His Aminta in serial 
form in 1893.1 ·and The Amazing Ma.rriage in 1895. One of 
Our Conquerors was· accepted eagerly by a public which had 
beeri cr:;,ptivated by Diana, but which found m~t:-edith in this 
new book the victim of a laboxecl style, inc~aasingly diifi-
cult to follow." The change ... ·i.~ style had not been sudden, 
but all the most annoying·ma.nnerisms of former·books.were 
here unsuppressed. The unconventional treatment of un-
suitable marriage was ~esponsible fc;>r a fairly: high degree 
of public interest in the last two novele. The Amazing 
Marriage 'is also memorable for the figure· of Gov1er Vlood-
seer, drawn from Meredith's memory of' Robert Louis· Steven-
son in his youth. 
Celt and Saxon was begun about the same time, but tm.a 
left unfinished, and was published posthumously. Mere-
dith 1 e prose work was finished now; although his poetry 
continued to flow.· A paralysis· which.had followed.his 
first aerfous illness in the late seventies, returned with 
increasing enervation. Deafness attacked.him~ He waa 
forced to xemain at Box Hill, tc> which pilgrimages were 
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constantly made to see him. He finally broke his leg 
in a fall, ·and resorted to the picturesque equipage of a 
ha th oha.i:r: ,· dra.\vn by his donkey 1 Picnic i to help him con-
tinue his out-of-door activities. 
·Among the honors which came to him, late, was the 
presidency' of the· Society of Authors, after the death of 
Tennyson in 1892. He was granted the Order of l!eri t. 
His seventieth and eightieth birthdays were occasions of 
almost idolatrous celebration. 
He died, the last representative of a great period, 
in May,• 1909, · and was buried beside his \vife in Darking 
Cemetery,· in his beloved Surrey country aide. 
rrhe dSSCriptive phrase' tr the last Tepresentt.r.tiVe Of 
a great· pe:dodn has caused much of the cr.i tical waxfa:re 
over Meredith. Is he the last great Victorian or the. 
fi:rst modern? Some critics> notably Priestley, :refuse 
him kinship with the Victorians in scarcely anything save. 
the chronology of his lifetime, for he was near his six-
tieth ,yeu:r when the !ill~ siecle movement sounded the 
knell of Victorianism in literature. Almost all his im-
portant novels had been written, and A Reading of Earth 
was just appearing. 
Some critics praise this quality of detachment from 
his age, and compare him with Shakespeare in at leu.st one 
quality: 11He was not of an age, but for all time. n 
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That Mextldi th has a great deal of social satire in 
his novel~, no critic disputes. 
separated from the othe.r gxeat artists of his period i.rho 
satirized Victorian s9ciety in t~eix ·novels·~ or openly 
condemned it in their essays• seems rathe.r rays ... Ge:rious .. 
By its ve-.r:y nature, satire as a lit.era.ry medium· ties an 
artist rather more inextricably to an age than other forms 
of 11 terature ,· fox ·that which is c:r:iti-oized in one age may 
be so changed or coxreot,ed ·in the next that the work be-
comes pointle[rn t except when studied against the socia.l 
backgrollnd of the age which p:roduced it. Changes in cue-
toms ara. of .. Gen effected, but 111 the fundamental traits of 
human character, :rarely. Whatever cla.im Meredith may lay 
to li tcrary genius may 1)e based perhaps on the fa.ct the ex-
position of the fundamental traits of human olw .. ra.cter bulks 
much lurge:r in his novels than his .criticisms ·of sooia.l 
custom. 
Thaxe has been rather too much acoordamong Yexedith1 s 
critics concerning his lack of allegiance to bis age. The 
position usually assumed is that he did not think like a 
Victorian~ and that his wo:rks are noti of the sor·t that can 
be ndated0 as Victorian ... 
For instance, among !.teredith's latest critics is Rob-
ert Esmonde Sencourt, \tho ventures this opinion; 
His were not the·ourrent ideas, and 
there was nothing else in l!~xedith's method 
~5. 
. 3 to·make them populnr. 
Later the same oritio writes: 
, Like many of his contempo1·ariea he 
thought that Darwin in his theories of the 
oxigin·of species had on.id the lo.at word on 
the book of Genesis, and that the Church 
stoorl or fell with the theory of verbal in-
spiration. 4 
In other words 1 the author says in one plr:ce that 
Heredi'th did not believe n.s his contemporaries did, a.nd 
in another;·th~t he did believe as so~e, at least, be-
lieved. ~11y not say once for all that 1qhich more nearly 
approaches the truth: Certain of 1teredith's ideas were 
not the Victorian ideas. Certain others were. 
1:'!xi ting more directly to the point, !~r. J. P. Priest-
ley in his George ;,rereditb, gives it as his opinion the.t 
the first thing to be noted about l~e re di th• s attitude.is 
the curious tvay in which be seems to escape the age in 
which he livecl • Heredith, in his eye, 1s in the nine-
. teenth century but~not of it •. 
He looks forrm.rd and backwa:rd. In some 
respects he clearly looks back to the eighteenth 
century whose.wits and fine ladies und gentle-
men, whose social sanity .... stir again in his 
.narratives •• -.Yet in other respects it is obvious 
that he looks forward to our own century which 
a.rrived when he was past seventy ••• Heredi th's 
head and shoulders are still too broad to be 
squeezed into any of those Victorian frames that 
we.gild so lavishly with our post-War irony. 
3 Senoourt, Life of Georro:! Meredith, p. 147. 
4 Ibid .. I p. 202. 
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He escapes from his age so completely that 
at times only chronology oan reassure ue. 5 
A bit later, P:riestley adds that 
liereditb•e ideas, of course, must have a 
history, and if \Ve pxes.sed him. we should dis:-
cover that the body of his opinions does not· 
differ verymuch·f:rom those of his philosoph-
ical Radi~al friends of the mid-century. 6 
Fin.ally, in. whole-hearted. auppo~t. of Priestley's 
comma~~' Richard H. P. Ourle may be quoted: 
He ia really a modern in the.best sense of 
the.wordt too alert to fall .into the pitfalls 
of the mid-Victorians, and too intelle~tual not 
to appreciate the march of' progress. . . . . . 
Before seeking to determine just how far Meredith's 
ureading of life 11 was born of h~a :reaction to or·aga.i11st 
the customs and ideas preveJ.ent in his England• we must 
sift with some care the social ·histo.ry and the social and 
literary criticism of the Victorian Era~ Only by recon-
struoting a rather full picture of society during·the 
.. years which, lapsed between the publication of The Ordeal 
of Richa:rd·Feverel and that of The··A.mazing·.l!arriage can 
we determine 'bow fully and' cor:te'otly 'ile interpreted that 
society.· 
•; 
5 Priestley, J. B.,. GeorBe Meredith, p. 63. 
6 Ibid., p. 66. 
7 Curle, R. H. P., As12eata of George Meredith, p. 31. 
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CHAPTER TWO. 
THE VICTORIAN AGE. 
The period of Queen Viotoriats reign, extending from 
1837 to 1901, is.much too long and rather too widely dif-
ferent in its oharaoterist1os to be treated as a unit. 
The dates between whioh Meredith's most important novels 
were published; 1859 and 1895, are not contemporaneous 
. . . 
with the beginning.and end of the Victorian Era, since the 
greatest and most characteristic of Meredith's work was 
done in the sixties, seventies and early eighties. The 
period which saw the publication of Richard Feverel, saw 
Mid-Victorianism at its height. It is that period and the 
two following decades which concern us here, for it is the 
period in which the formative influences arising just be-
fore and during the early years of Victoria• s reign have 
effected their mission, and the forces making for decadence 
and reaction have begun their work. 
Queen Victoria ascended the throne of England in 1837. 
The spirit of reform and of progresst which was to dominate 
at least a half century of the era to which she gave her 
namet was already at work. The work it wrought eventually 
WliS the complete destruction of the lingering eighteenth 
century world, and the creation of our modern era. 
18. 
· From the t>Dint of vie\v c)f today, then" . the Viotorlan 
Age is, first of a.ll, a.n era of tra.nsitiot1, and of adjus~ 
ment tbrm1gh socio .. l and political refor.m. our own genera-
t1011 1o the 1nhe.ri'tor of its aocoaµliehraents. our lit-
era.:ry nnd soc-ial·c:ritios ba.ve grown pungently eatirico.l or 
l>1tter in their estimates of these a.ccompliobments. we 
have attributed to our V!etoria.n a~nceetore all tbat :ta 
stultifying and crass in our lives. we have attributed 
to ttoarren pl1ilosnphytt, the faults of the .great Victorian 
anoeators,. Jaeunwb1le leaving tbe1r excellences,. !"or the 
moat Pttrt; out of aoo~unt. We have debated whether it was 
a period of pious belief or dignified agnosticism or honest 
dou.bt; whether it was oha:rn.cterized by unprecedented social 
progress or muddl.ed social equivocation. 
In · o:rder that we may be ndequattlly aware ot the mlra-
oles wrought during tbts deo!ded period, and tGny interpret 
correctly m1r compoe1 te · piotu1·e of English society in the 
sixties., let ns look for a moment at the world which George 
V.eredith's ten year old eyes obaervcd 1n the year of Queen 
V!ctor1a•a accession. 
iia.lter Besant in his rsoc1al study, Fifty Years ArtQ.1 
written during the late eighties of tl1e lant century, draws 
an inclusive picture of social England in the thi.rties: 
Hank was still held in the ancient revere.nee; 
religion. waa· still that of the eighteenth c'~utury 
l 
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church-; the rights of labor were not yet recognized; 
there were no trade unions; there were no railways 
to speak of; nobody travelled except the rich; their 
own country was unknO\VIl to the people; the majority 
of country people could not read or.write; the good 
old discipline of Father Bteik and his children ••• 
was lrholesome ly maintained; landlords, rnanuf aotur-
ers 1 and employers of all kinds did what they 
pleased with their own ••• There were still some fiery 
spirits in whose breasts lingered the ideas of the 
French Rtw'olution and the Chartists were already be-
ginning to run their course. The Reform Act had 
been passed, it is true, but as yet had produced 
little effect ••• ;the perpetual pensions were many 
and fat; and for the younger eons and their progeny 
the State was provided with any ~umber of sinecures • 
• • • Elections were carried by open bribery; the Oivil 
Service was full of great men's nominees ••• Heavy 
goods traveled by the canals and navigable rivers ••• 
the hackney coach with its pair of horses lumbered 
slowly along the street; the cabriolet was the light 
vehicle for rapid conveyance ••• the omnibus had only 
recently been introduced ••• and there were no hansom 
cabs •••. If you wanted to send a parcel anywhere in 
the country, you confided it to the guard of the 
coach; if to a town address, there were street mes-
sengers.; .there were no telephones, no tele~raphs, 
no commissionaires ••• ;the great railways were all 
begun, but not one of them was oompleted ••• The 
British Empire in 1837 contained millions of 
square miles of barren heath and wild forest ••• It 
boasted of vast countries, with hardly a single 
European in them ••• In 1837 prophets foretold the 
speedy downfall of an Empire which could no longer 
defend her vast territories~ •• It was pointed out 
that there was the dreadful deadweight of Ireland, 
with its incurable poverty and discontent; the e-
normous weight of the National Debt; the wasteful 
expenditure of the government in every branch; the 
.corrupting influence of the Poor Laws; the stain 
of slavery; the restrictions of commerce; the in-
tolerence of the Church; the narrowness and prej-
udice of the Universities; the ignorance of the 
people; their drihking habits ••• These causes to-
gether with discontent, chartism, republicanism. 
a.theism~ left no dougt ~hatever that England was 
doomed_. l - · : > . 
Besant, Walter, Fifty Years Ago, pp. 1-12. 
The:ce ia oer·tainly 11~ttle enough to cheer us in such 
e. picture. That a nation so darkened and apparently 
doomed stJt to work in ·the spirit erroneously called "opti-
mistic and shallowtt by the nmde:ens, is one of the finest 
testimonials to the courage, ingenuity, and reBourceful- · 
ness of V-ictorian society. The young Meredith would have 
understood little of the vast problems facing his genera-
tion, even after his return from Germany in his· sixteenth 
yea:r •. But his countrymen.; were alxeady grappling with 
their multifarious problems, an~ during his formative and 
impres1-iional)le years in the forties and fifties, they were 
already effecting solutions:. . A,.l though they may not have 
approached theix social xefoxms in a truly scientific spir ..... 
it, although.the religious beliefs of numbers of them were 
qua.int and laughable, al though ·the· com.I.non taste, in li tera-
tu1;e and architecture was the taste of ·the :Philistiu.e, and 
although their moral curuestness may often have been but a 
a·" kind of off iciousnese, we caimot laugh aivay the subs tan.,.·· 
tial accomplishments ·af our grandfathers,. nor can vie be 
sure' tha·t in the eyes of posterity we shull, deserve· immu- · 
nity ... from criticism, because of our belief· in t11e ·greater 
sound11ess and greater· veraoi ty \Vi th which we approach our 
nnoble works .. '' 
, Apropop of" the subj.ect of Victorian· social reform, 
,.. ·' 
tir. W. R. Inge writes: 
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One great inter:.Jst of the 1lictorian Age 
is that 1 t was the time when a netv social order 
was being built up and entirely ne\'1 problems were 
being solved. The nineteenth century has been 
ce~lled the age of hope; and perhaps only u super-
stitious belief in the automatic progress of hu-
manity· could have ca:r:ried our father a and grund-
fathera through the tremendous difficulties which 
the rush through the rapids imposed upon them. 2 
Imbued with this spirit of hope, the Victorians set out to 
correct the a.buses inherent in their social system and to 
make of the British Empire the most magnificent creation of 
human government of which history has kept record. 
They.bad begun.with the Reform Bill of 1832, which gave 
the franchise to praotioally all persons of the upper and 
middle classes. This, to be sure~ was a mere stirring in 
political life and did not immediately benefit the populace. 
Eventually, hov1ever, the full effect \vas fe 1 t > for ns Wing-
field-Stratford writes: 
What dominates the rihole situation is that 
between 1832 and 1867, the niddle class, as de-
fined by the lirni t of the ten pound householder 
franchiset not only ruled politically, but spir-
i tua.lly. In the full glow of vigor and self-
confidence, it set itself to the task of 
straightHning out the ·social and economic tangle 
caused by the Industrial Revolution. 3 
The agricul tuxn.l ln. bore:r·s and working men of the town 
and cities cc..r:.1c to feel that the only hope of economic im-
provement lay in further political reforms. They used the 
a Inge, W.R., The Victorian Age, p. 9. 
3 Wingfield-Stratford, Those Earnest Victorians, p. 102. 
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newly developed machinery of popul~l' ,~ orga.nized agit!~tion 
to lrnep the ideas of the Chartists and the Anti-Corn Law 
campaigners bofo:re the public. · In 1837 the· People •.s 
Che.rtex was framed, and. in it were 1nade. the following de-
mand~; universal Huff rage 1 ··vote by secret ballot, annual 
Parliaments.) the abolition of .the p:roperty qualifications 
for rnernbe:rs of Parliament, payment of members of the House 
of Commons 1 and equo.l electoral districts. The Chartists 
alienated ,the sympathy of the ruling.class by violence and 
·riots, ~ivhich continued occasionally until 1848. 
The reformers found much to engage. theix attention in 
the cond.i tion of industrial slnve:cy all ove·r· England. The 
Parliament of 1833 had taken .the first step toward its a.bo-
li tion 1Jy freeing the youngest group of the child workers. 
By the yea:r 18t17 the worlring day of women and young people 
engnged in the textile factories was reduced by law to ten 
hours ·between six o'ctock in th8 morning tmd six in the 
evening. Child:ren still \Vorkecl hard on the . farms and in 
the.potteries. The miserable condition of th.e li t'tle 
chimney swee}1s flnally a.roused public sympathy n.nd indig-
nation to such a pitch that the trade was aboliHlH:Hi in 
1864. The· final step in legislation for the bctte:rment 
of conditions for children -- the bill for universal ele-
mentary education, and the provision of a sufficient num-
ber of elementary schools to educate the entire school a.ge 
population -..- was not taken ·until 1870.: 
'l'he abuses existing in the · anay and navy we:re va.ried. 
Baxraok~rooms were overcrowded and cold; wives and chil-
dren slept without -privacy among the soldiers in the bar~ 
racks ·-and on board the transports·; the rations were never 
varied·; no entertainment was provided; often'> in outlying 
cantonments, no p:rovision was m::ide for a spiritual advis-
er~ Floggings were common in the enrlie r days!> a.nd 
purely military offenses were punished in civil prisons~ 
It is not surprising that to enlist for 
life into a service where rnen were so treated 
was regarded by the working classes ae social 
suicide, and that parents preferred to see 
their sons in t11eir coffins rather than in the 
uniform of her Majestyts army~ 4 
· By 18811 almost at the end of the period1 reforms had been 
effected in all branohea of military and naval service~ 
No phase had been neglected~ Among other improvements, 
the enlistment periods had been shortened, and the condi• 
tions of living for the soldiers and sailors had been rnade 
tolerable and even comfortable~ 
One Of the social scandals of early Victorian England• 
was the system of !Jllnishment for crime~ The penal laws 
were inhumanly rigorous~· In the beginning of the century~ .. 
there were 223 capital offenses. Lord John Russell swept 
away many of these in 1837, with the result that, v1hile in 
4 Traill and Mann, Social England, vol. VI, l, p. 172. 
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that year there were 438 executions. there we-re only 
fifty-six in 1839. By 1861, almost a.11 the medieval 
barbarities, such as the dissection of a murderer's 
body., had been abolished, and in 1868, executions in pub-
lic ceuaed. 
"rha prisons, which were centers·. of ove1·crowding nnd 
iniquity, were gradually reformed. -Transportation to 
the degrading penal colonies of Ne\7 South Wales and Tasman-
ia. ceased. The hoxro:rs of the convict ship faded from the 
d1 .. ea.ms of those awa.i ting the day of sailing .. Deb'tors• 
prisons, howeve rJ e,nd the milder debtor• s jail for capital-
ists i.Yho failed in business remained in full sv1ing until 
1869. 
While these glaring social a.buses wer~ receiving cor-
rection under the energetic direction of the 11earnest Vic-
·toria.ns", economic reforms •t1ere also instiga:ted. The 
Anti-Corn-Law League, founded in Lanc\?.Shi:re-in 1838, under 
the leude:rship of nichard Cobden and John Bright, attempted 
a fundamental reform in the economic condition of .the poor 
by ao·i tatino· for the free importation of wheat. t> . (-;') Their 
Free Trade arguments gradually weakened the resistance of 
the opposition. The Irish famine of 1845 served finally 
to convert public opinion. 
followed in the next year. 
The repea,+ of the Co:rn Laws 
The wholesale euf fering of the starving Irish was 
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shared by the English poor. The changes in the Poor 
Laws of 1834 had served to increase misery. The laws 
had not been modified in harmony with the liberal, hu-
mane, reforming spil"it, but in harmony with the spirit 
of material progress. The populace was subdued under 
their operation to the interests of the factory owners. 
Previously, the Justices of the Peace had supple~ented 
wages out of rates. Charges were brought against the 
system; that it stimulated a :reckless increase of popu-
lation and shiftlessness. The system was therefore 
supplanted by that of t~e Union workhouses. Rather 
than be sent to these, the poor p1·efe r:red to work for 
the smallest pittance and stay in their own miserable 
dwellings, continually on the verge of starvation. 
Rage at the factory owners who inspired this new legis-
lation was a part of the flame which broke out in the 
Chartist agitation not to be smothered completely until 
its collapse inl848'. Describing unforgettably the ef-
feet of the Union workhouses· upon the poor, ~lingf ield-
titratford writes: 
At one end of the scale little children, 
destined for the sweated labor market, were 
being inured to misery on the cheapest pos-
sible terms; at the other, Joan was being · 
torn from DaTby lest any spark of love should 
·'mitigate the wretchedness of their declining 
years ••• Now that it was better to be dead than 
26. 
a pauper, pauperism "''lllB re(luced to a minimum~ 5 
Revolutionary outbreaks occurred all over Europe in 
the year 1848, in Germany, Hungary, Italy, and Fra.noe. 
This spirit in England was shown in a. last uprising of the 
Oha.rt1sts, which, however, lacked fire and enthusiasm. 
Its hour had really passed in England, for by the ncomb1ned 
beneficial results of the Factory Acts> .Free Trade;t the New 
Poor Laws '(1846) which oont:raoted the urea. of misery o.nd 
. 6 unemployment,*' a great revival of trade ensued, and indue-
trial conditions were ameliorated. The next few years saw 
the rapid rise of Trade Unions, Cooperative Business, and 
Commercial Treaties. Great Britain, ttbeoause of her ~hip-
ping, her geogra:ph1cal position, her possession of iron and 
coal in large quantities and her immense manufactures of 
. 7 
cotton and silk, became the workshop of the world." 
The.gxeat reform movement was no longer the chief spir-
1t animating Victorian life .. It had accomplished its mis-
a ion.- The changes wrought under its influence were ob-
jective and tangible. Society had responded to its uni-
fying spirit, and had zealously worked under its influence. 
We can estimate more definitely what the reforming spirit 
meant in Victorian life, than what the- spirits of "moral 
earnestnessn and 11 compromisett me.ant. Such terms a.re at 
5 Wingfield-Stratford, Those Earnest Victorians, p. 103. 
S Traill andt!a.nn, Social England, Vol. VI; l, p. 423. 
7 ~oas and H~n, Social Backgrounds of English Literature 
p.223. 
best but nuclei B.rouncl which to collect ideas; but re-
membering that 11 the application of ideas to life tt is the 
business of litera.ture' it becomes the duty of research 
to discover iri the period, and in the woxks that repre~ 
sent it, the ideas which are characteristically "Tio-
torian~ 
I11tellectuacl a.nd s-piritual movements were hardly less 
varied and. energet_ic than the reforming movements~ ~:~r • 
W~ R. Inge informs us that: 
From about l840i.~there was an unparalleled 
output of books of ali kinds, a verv l~Tge read-
ing ~public and a steadily increasing number of 
professional authors dependent on the success of 
their popular appeal •• ~The Victorians now extend-
ed the imaginative sensibility which ha.d been ex-
pended on nature and history to the life of the 
individual. This meant that the novP.l instead 
of the poem was to be the characteristic means of 
literary expression, and even the chief Victorio.n 
poets~ •• ·are sometimes novelists in verse~ 8 
It is not a far step from this increasing conscious~ 
ness of the preciousness and significance of the individ-
. ual human life, to an aggressive individnn.lism. This 
individualism wa.s likewise atinrul~ted by the utilitarian 
philosophy~ Even while the social philosophers of that 
system demanded happiness for the greatest number of Eng-
lishmen, the emphasis was l~,id upon the rights of the in~ 
dividual Englishman to haµpiness. 
8 Inge, w. R., The Victorian· Age, p. 37. 
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The i·orna.ntic breeze which had bloi.m out of Ge:rnm.ny, 
with its n. tte ndarrt currents of color, swec ·tneso, and a 
cert;1in nyoticisr:1 1 had .·not spent i'ts force. The Roman-
tic trndi ti on and Ge1·r.'.lc:u1 influence we:cc the. h:'Lgh priests 
direc·ting li·te:rary trends in the works of. Carlyle and of 
Tennyson! The publ.i.c?-tion in 1855 o.:f The Life t1.nd. Works 
of Goethe by· George Henxy Lev1es augmented the 1)01.·;er of 
these influences. Of the early 1r:tcto:rian culture, ro-
rnnnce \'UJS the very brer-:;..th. !~othing was so dea:r to the 
feminine heart as a delicate, eentimental, refined meln.n-
clwly. 
The sensibility deplo.red by Jane Austen had 
become a part of ordinary good mnnnerf?, and la-
dies sho11ed their breeding by an occasional 
fainting fit, or r:dld hystoxical outbuxst. 9· 
Latex.in the pe:riod, with the oomp:iete triumph of the 
middle class, stronghold of Puritan earnestness, a more 
rigid discipline was applied to the extravagance of roman-
tic feeling~ and the eleventh commandment became; ''Thus 
far shalt thou :react -- and no further •. tt 
The unprecedented material progress of England was 
helping to build up a smug, self-satisfied attitude among 
the middle class, who were the real rulers of England 
They worshipped the machinery which was aiding them 1n 
their conquest of envixonment 1 and came to value every-
9 Wingfield-Stratford, Those Earnest Victorians, p. 98. 
thing in terms o:f machinery. Oarlyle ~ Arnold, a:1d lhtn-
class) protested against thin worship of naohinBry, 
against the oapi talistic organization of industry t7hioh 
y;as ma.king uglinesB the pxeeMinent .feature of daily 
1 -... d ' . t . ~ .. lie 1 all' agai;.1s ne .1.0i;age. 
Upper class culture had lost the npirit of the 
eighteenth century. The day of great collccto:rs who en-
:riched gnglrrnd ui th c:lwicast worlcs of foreign u..rt had 
paJ3Bed. 
The great age of furniture ends ~ith Sheru-
ton ••• All the wheels and chimneys of th~ Black 
Country could not give birth to one little china 
shepherdesa of the loGt exquisi teneBs, or pe:r-
petuate the secret of 1Vedgwood ••• Progress wns at 
~ork, a Deity, more beneficent in his workin~s 
than those worshipped in temples ••• A new England 
was springing up in the North and Hidlands. 
Squalid and smoke begrimed towns grett with mush-
room rapidity. providing some nort of shelter 
for enormous herds of human beings ••• cut off 
fl'()lt.t all the beauties and amenities of civiliza-
tion. It was a spectacle that caused ouch a 
heart as Macaulay's to :rejoice greatly. 10 
This decline in taste was oharaoteristio of the Vio-
toriane. Everyone was too busy to think of exquisite 
and beautiful living. No superiority wus attributed by 
the ffBa.rba:rians" o·r the "Philistines" to the a:rtiatic 
furniture of the eighteenth century, , since factory made 
articles lasted quite as \Vell. The mid-century homes 
10 Ibid., pp. 25-36 - extracts. 
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were d:i:a.b 7 solid, and. yet p:retentious in their decora-
ti(m. Such color as remained a.ppea:red often in hideous~ 
discordant combinations. Red plush wa.a a :ra:vor1te ma.-
te:rial. 
ThP, upper olasa also partially justified Arnold's 
designation of them a.a Barbarians by the m1y in which 
they caused axt treasures to be dest:royed. lJnd.er their. 
carele~rn living oondi tions, priceless tapestries were 
usen for carpets, and exquisite prints were cut up to 
mnl~e nurser./ screens. 
Mo political leade:r.s a.ppea.red a.rnong the lords oom-
parable to the eminent Rons of the bourgeoisie -- ~eel, 
Cobden, B:right a.nd Gladstone. The Tories'found them-
selves forced to turn ~or lea.?-ership to Disraeli, a mid-
dle class Jew. In the sixties the long continued strug-
gle between Disraeli and Gladstone was a.t its height. 
There wa.s much discussion and some acceptance of "philo-
sophical r~dic~lism", even among the lords. 
11 
'ffllen Gilbert wrote a song to the effect 
that in good Queen .Bess 1 s time, 
1 The House of Lords made no u:retence 
To intellectual erdnence ~ 
Or scholarship sublime,• 
the words 1vould exactly fit the 1Tictorian aria;;..< 
toc:racy. 11 
It is small wonder that the intellectu.al leadership 
Ibid. , p. 285. 
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of these gentlemen should oease 1 since they spent their 
days. galloping ove:r the countryBide H.fter foxes, shooting 
hares and game birda, training rucc horses, and betting 
on the results of their running. Withal, throughout the 
era ua lord was a lord," and quite an autocratic, despot-
ic person in his country. His status Gecured him privi-
leges which seemed 1·ooted in the na.ture of nocie.l ore;n .. ni-
zation~ He was not carefully educ;~:ted, ::dnce he had no 
paxticula:r need to be so. Among 'the villugcru, he i)re-
served traditional renpect and loyalty by furnishing 
animals for roe.sting at ffh::..rvest homes," an oeo~-::.Bional 
barrel of beer for cricket matches, un<l ~~if-ts of wurrc. 
clothing at Christmas time. 
Although English society had ~hese clase diatlnctions, 
the lines between the groups were never so tightly di·avm. 
gs among tbe French, nor were the ba.:rriers so nearly in-
Buperable. r!nglishmen, es·pecially younger sons, ·hml gone 
into trade at home, and others had ventured into empire 
building in every activity from planter to pirate~ The 
monetary po•ser had rather shifted from the landed gentry 
to the commercial class 1 and the newly rich bec:·une snobs 
of a sort that had not been known in less flexible eiJht-
eenth century sociaty. The rapidity with which fortunes 
wera made and lost created a state of social "fluidity." 
The social climbers, having money, next idealized noble 
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birth; and became the worst of snobs.: The long cam..;.; 
pa.ign conducted by Punch, through Thackeray's "Snob 
Papersn and cartoons, is· one of the moat amusing social 
studies of the age. It had as its purpose the eleva-.: 
tion of that honest English ideal; that it was far better 
to be respected for what one t~aa, be it merchant or trades.-
man, than to be furtively ashamed of one's rm1k.: 
There were superficial differences between the actual 
appsaxance of the Mid-Victorians and that of their a.noes .... 
tors and of their progeny" The dress nf the ladiea showed 
an astonishing volume of crinoline tvi th ski:rts billowing 
around them, reachi11g thtJ ground.; Indoors; their skirts 
trailed far behind along the floor~ Their coiffur<~s con ... 
sisted of masses of real or "fnlse" hair rolled up in 
chignons, or aevexely pa:r:ted in the niddle and dressed in 
bunches of ringlets ove:r each ea:r.; Hats \'fe:re high in the 
back to make room for the chignon in its net.: 
The men wore tho bowler or high sllk hat on almost 
every occasion~ Old fashioned stocks and frilled shirts 
added to the complications of life fo:r the laundress, and 
the side ornaments known as the Dundreary whisker added to 
those of the bar be x .: 
Thus deco:rated, our solemn grandparents went out to 
air their ideas concerning certain typically Victorian 
cults and ideals. Among the cults was that of work, 
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preached !:11 hnute .!Q.!?i by Carlyle and engendered by the 
peculiar moral earnestness common to almost tlll the great 
Victorians. It took more than twenty years of patient 
research to produce the Origin of Sueoies, fourteen years 
for Carlyle to write Frederick the Great> and seven years 
for Browning to complete the Eing and the Book. Work 
\Vas even a definite element in Victorian religion, and 
nFai th without worlrn" was -probably never so surely thought 
of as dead. 
The religion of the Victorians has been the subject 
of much smart talk by the moderns. The Deity of the in-
tellectuals ttnd the Lord of the ma.sees were, of course, 
quite sepn.ra te • The faith of the former was fixed upon a 
force of which Wingfield-Stratford writes: 
It was His method to eschew overt inter-
ference with the workihgs of nature or the or-
der of .society, but in some subtle and usually 
unexplained way, Re did manage to harmonise 
and direct them .... ; He is a 1 powe:r ttotour-
sel ves making for righteousness•; He is a 'life 
force' ; He is the spirit of progress, the world 
spirit~ the Unknowable, Evolution, •an in-
creasing purpose,• but always ~1th the same 
amiable capacity of contriving that, 
'somehow good 
Shall be the final goal of ill•. 12 
The God of the great populace, of the evangelical 
s·ects, and sometimes, regrettably enough, the God of the 
leaders of educational reforms, was first of all the Pu-
12 Ibid., p. 61. 
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ritan God, who was stern and unrelenting in_ his pun-
ishment of evil, by the inevitable method of casting 1t· 
into an unbelievably hot and eternally uncooling hell. 
Lytton, Stra.chey tells in Eminent Victorians,. a story of 
Dr. Thomas Arnold. This eminent man stood looking out 
upon the lake of Como and was appalled by the contrast of 
its overwhelming beauty with the thought of moral evil. 
He cried out, nuay the sense of moral evil be as strong 
in me as my delight in external beauty, for in a deep sense 
of moral evil, more perhaps, than in amything else, abides 
- 13 
a saving knowledge of Qod.n 
Later this stern God, who could best be felt or known 
through "a deep sense of moral evil," was softened in as-
pect. The Wesleys and their women followers had glori-
fied a tender, loving Savior who shared worship with the 
God of Terror. For the masses, however, the ministry 
thought it best to keep reiigion largely a matter of d1so1-
pline. The burning Hell was not to be tampered with, for 
it kept the poor and ignorant in check. The observance 
of the Sabbath in a stern and joyle.ss manner became sym.. 
bolioal of the triumph of discipline. The clerics them-
selves felt the press of discipline, for there was a re-
turn of the sort of shepherd who labored tirelessly to 
perform his duties as a clerical specialist, and to live 
13 Straohey, Lytton, Eminent Victorians, p. 205. 
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ity were so closely related to everything else~ -- art, 
sport, and love, to mention but .a. few matters -- one of 
the chief faults urged against the age is that it bound 
all life to a riarrow morality. 
The code of the average respectable 
citizen was supported by two·pillars on one 
of which was inscribed: •It l?.ID!'.! to be good' : 
and on the other, 1 If you must commit s1ns 1 
at least don't talk about them.' Making 
all a.llowancea Victorian· morality did re-
pose .. upon the ostrich-like faith that you . 
could best conquer eviliby shutting your 
eyes to its existence. 4 
Society•s attitude toward woman and the family was 
inextricably interwoven with this sort of idea. of moral-
ity. The purity and respectability of family life l:e-
mained unsmirched by any suggestion of unrefined~ ev1lj 
or carnal affection. On questions of con~uct, there 
were no "honest doubters." The proprieties of marriage 
were regulated by a code. It was not until 1878 that 
' ' 
marriage in England could be dissolved without a speoia.l 
act of Parliament, and when divorce was permitted women 
could not divorce their husbands without inviting so-
oial disaster. -Breaking of the marriage vow was a 
violation of a code of honor. Married love was the 
theme of lofty idealism. 
The home was the most important of all the elements 
in the social scheme. Home making was the career Ear 
14 
Ibid., p. 152. 
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. . e'.1tcellence for women, a1though there were many who were 
forced, -- under pitying glances of the rr.ore fortunate --
to forego the .realization of this ideal. In her study 
of Victorian working women, W~nda Neff srites: 
Census figures in 1851 show as a result of 
the growing Empire, the need for a large nuraber 
of men in the Civil Service was a disrupting 
factor which kept 24.86 percent of women in 
England and Wales unmarried at.the age of thir-
ty and 11 •. 88 percent unmarried at fifty ••• and 
this was in the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury when the only suitable profession for 
women was marriage ••• women as workers did not 
harmonize with the philosophy of the'Vioto-
rians, and their deification of the home. 
Women ought to marry. There ought to be hus-
bands for them. 15 . 
Woman was conscious of her 1mporta.nce as the aouroe 
of manpower for the Empire. The large f amiliea of the 
Victorians were the~r greatest pride. Matthew Arnold, 
in his essay on Sweetness and Light, writes: 
Why one has heard people, fresh from read-
ing certain articles of the Times on ••• returns 
of marriages and births in this country, who would 
talk of our large English families in quite a 
solemn strain, as if they had something in 1t·self' 
beautiful, ·elevating, and meritorious in them; as 
if the British Philistine would have only to pre-
sent himself before the Great Judge with his 
twelve children, in order to be received among 
the sheep as a matter o~ right! 
The Queen herself was the mother of nine children; a 
queen who set the example of pious, holy, triumphant 
15 Neff, W., Victorian Working Women, p. 14. 
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married love and devoted widowhood. 
The Victorian father \Vas. truly the head of the . 
house, and even enlightened parents did no~ spare the 
rod. ·In· Lytton Strachey•s. !.eminent Victorians Dx. Thom-
as Arnold is quoted apropos of the question of whipping 
as saying that "it is positively mischievous to accus-
tom boys to think of pers<;>nal correction as an insult or 
a. degradation .. ~ The mother was trad1tional~y.meek, sub-
dued, and loving; the children were, as a rule, rough. 
hardy lads who were utteriy Un.oonsoious of the existence 
of an offepring•s dignity, and an equal or greater num-
ber of obedient, wide-eyed, innocent daughters, who 
could faint whenever it seemed convenient _.. a practice 
which was probably the resµlt of "ferocious tight-
laoing. n 
Such a conventional picture makes us forget that as 
early as 1850, there was started in Manchester a Woman 
Suffrage Society, and that John Stuart ~ill.had prophe-
sied the imminent emancipation of women. We are accus-
tomed to the notion that the Victorian woman was greatly 
inferior in intellect and physical h~~lth to the modern 
woman. We are too busy remembering that she was re-
fused admission to the universities to see the grea.t 
strength of her intellect as indicated by her accomplish-
ments without University education. Elizabeth Barrett 
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Browning,.Charlotte Bronte, George Eliot. Christina 
Rossetti, and Florence Nightingale are witnesses that 
the conventional picture of "'Jicto:rian womanhood la 
ino oinple te •.. 
The idea that the health of the Victorian woman wae 
delicate hardly squares with ~he fact of her frequent 
child-bearing and of the enormous a.mount of labor :re-
quired to bring up ten or twelve children, unaided by 
modern dev1ces,. even when maids were kept. Punch re-
·cords, .in a long series of oart_oons a.nd jokes, that the 
hen-pecked hu.sba.nd was a v-i·ctorian -insti tu ti on, the very 
symbol of servility,. and that the wife wae muoh less tim-
id than· tre suppose. 
women acted as the guardians of the graces and re-
finementa of life. Although their "accomplishments," of 
which each marriageable daughter was supposed to possess 
ao large a share, are now laughed at, they did serve as a 
medium of introducing some prettiness into life. Their 
water-color paintings,. pictures in cross stitch> and fan-
cy needle work have at least the quality of prettiness. 
Theywere also the "recognized torch-bearers of Victorian 
piety", for they held not only to the firm, and sometimes 
cruel, code of morality which no woman dared violate, but 
they ba.d also the instinct for religious and social ser-
vice. They conceived it to be their province to exer-
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oise a refining and a religious influence over the minds 
of men. . It was .their duty to keep so·oiety :nres_pectable", 
and manners formal and restrained •. 
Outside the. home.,. men were, even in the mid-century, 
often far from respectable .• True, they had ·laid aside 
some of. the most intemperate and licentious ha.bits .which 
had flourished during the early nineteenth century, but 
they still liked o:ruel sports such as dog and ~ock 
Their prize fights lacked the softness and ef-
feminaoy of the modern encounter. for in some of them 
. there was savage battling. Among the nobility and the 
populace there were very few teetotallers, and what there 
were, were not a r~forming ·power. 
Cricket '1tas the sport of- all cle.sses, and in the 
country, even the. squire or the squire•s son played on the 
local team, often as skipp~r. . Harvest homes were gather-
ings to which all neighboring farmers sent their laborers, 
free of expense, for·a pa.storal outing and feast. The 
men had huge beef puddings, and mugs of ale;. ·the women, 
tea, b:read-and-butter, and plum cake. There were sports 
before the meal, and speeches~ usually including one by 
the vicar, afterwards. 
Fairs were common in smaller towns, although London, 
with her t\vo million population; .had· outgrown the :fair 
even at the beginning of the Victorian period. 
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A real old fair, with rows of stalls 
crammed with all kinds of things, which looked 
ever so much prettier under the flaring lamps 
than in the shops, with Richardson's Theatre, 
the Wi1d Beast Show, the wrestlers and cudgel 
players, the boxers with or without the gloves, 
the dwarfs, eiants, fat women, bearded women 
·and monsters was a truly delightful thing to 
the rustic in the country; but in London it 
was incongruous ••• 16 
Among the more sophisticated classes of society, the 
dance, the tea, the musical, and the reception were the 
.chief· ~orms of entertainment. The opera and thentxical 
entertainment .played a much less important pc.rt in the 
.social life ·of the century than in any previous period, 
ex.cept that of the Protectorate. There was a tremendous 
amount of energy expended in these gayer activities as 
well as· in the more serious ones 1 for the Victorians were 
no half~hearted generation. 
Indeed, their energy and enthusiasm made them accom-
plish an overlvhelming" number of things. A cross section. 
of their varied activities is likely to seem overcrowded. 
There 1s so nmcb te know about them, that one hardly hopes 
for even a.deqliate knowledge. 
Lytton Str~chey says very discerningly in his Pref ace 
to- Eminent 1Tictor1ans ~ 
l6 B · · , ·w · w· .t!Jt Y sa . esan"t, • , ... J..t. y ears Ago, p. • 
The bisto:ry of the Victorian Age vvil1 
never be written: we know too much a.bout it ... 
For ignorance is the first requisite .. of. the 
historian -- ignorance which simplifies and 
clarifies, which selects and omits, with a · 
placid perfection ••• 
One who would set down· the social background of the 
Victorian Age is faced lvith almost too great a wealth of 
detail, and challenged by the attendant prolllems of seleo-
ti on. By a care:ful reading of the novels ai1d p:cose lit-
eratuxe of· the Age, t7C should have just na rich a lmmv-. 
ledge perhaps 1 as by the extensive use of ponderous no-
cial' h:lstoxies, and undoubtedly a'more artistic, if not a. 
truer picture of the entire social scene. If,. however, 
by some unimaginable catastrophe, a.ll·records of Vioto-
rian social life Punoh., letters, histories, and novels--
all except those of George Meredith were dentroyed,we 
should still knou a great· deal about the age. It will be 
the task of· the next chapters to tell lvhat this \fould be, 
in the matters of social life and of thought. 
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CHAPTER THRE~. 
PROBLEMS AMD SETTINGS OF THE HOVELS. 
The attempt was made in the preceding chapter to 
assign to the term ttVictoriun" as it is used here, cer-
tain definite time limits and characteristics. That 
does not ·prevent our looking both backward and f orwnxd 
a bit,· for the a.rte ries of li tcrary history have shndotvy 
beginnings and endings. In the gentle flow of the 
stream of literary thought much which was churacteristio 
of each preceding age mingles with the new current to 
form a richer whole. Therefore, in testing the novels 
of l!e redi th against their Victorian backgrounds 1 much 
will appear in them as characteristic of the age, which 
bad existed in English society long before Queen Victoria 
ascended the throne, und which did not cease to exist im-
mediately after l~eredi th• s last complete novel, '!'he Amaz-
ing llarriage, was publis.hed in 1895. In all Meredith's 
studies of the hishly sophisticated types of character 
illustrative of an age of formality and restraint, his 
chief interest was truly in the delineation of that char-
acter. In the outline of the traits of this formal age, 
he has been subtle and suggestive, rather than direct and 
obvious. The reader must often be attentive to l~eredith's 
creations in the highest degree, in order to discover the 
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clues by which the author ttda.testt his own work. In al-
most all instances the feeling created by the novels is 
that their stories are exactly contemporary.with the 
author•e life. The problems andthemes of the novels 
are almost all inhe:rent in the org~:mization of Victorian 
society. 
The narrat.1ve told in The Ordee,,1 of R1chard Feve:rel 
{1859) belongs to the very early.1Tictoria.n period. A-
mong the members of the Feve:rel hottsehold. there are still 
surviving two relatives, Gl'eat Aunt Gra,ntley and Uncle 
Hippias, who a:re children of the eightee~th centu:ry. 
They live chiefly in anticipation and in memory of their 
dinners. Meredith remarks, helping to fix.the period of 
the novel,. ttThe eighteenth century was a rema.Tkable 
1 
trencherman." The.burning of the hay rick, and Tom 
Bakewell•s ·subsequent imprisonment for the supposed crime, 
suggest the pe:riod of riots, agitation and dest:ruotion of 
property, just before and during the ear1y yeaxs (1837~ 
1848) of the period. The problem presented in the novel, 
that of the -proper upbringing of a child, was a problem 
which assumed great im:pol'tance in the nineteenth century. 
The th:reefold problem of a pa.rent• s overweening tyra.nny in 
the control of a child, the segregation of a child (es-
pecially of a boy) from all impure (in the Vioto:rian sense) 
influences, and of intense parental :iove and solicitousness 
1 The Ordeal of Richard Feverel, p. 7. 
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for every phase of the child's welfare raay be called 
typical of ·the exn. Hot that parents in previous eras 
had not. been intexeGted in the e.ducation of children, 
for we learn from Agnes Repplier•a delightful essay on 
the child .prodigies of the eighteenth century, and from 
aneodote·s concerning Dr ... Johnson and proud p~rents, that 
the genus 11infant p:rodigy" was assiduously cultivated. 
Even in· the seventeenth century there were infants like 
John Evelyn's little son, who read Latin at three. Rut 
the emphasis shifted in the nineteenth century from the 
development of ohildren as prodigies to their develop-
ment· as individuals of impeccable charucter. r;hile 
parents; especially fathere 1 regarded themselvea an en-
titled to the same sort of obedience as thn.t exacted by 
the Heavenly Father, they were increasingly arrare of the 
impo:rta.nce and preciousness of the child's life. This 
state of mind is admirably set forth in Richard Feverel. 
The,. second of Heredi th' s novels, Evun Harrington 
{1861}, is a study of a longitudinal section of ~ictorian, 
society a generation after VJaterloo. The "Great Mel, n 
who had served in the army against NapoleonJ has run the 
course of his career. All classes are described except 
the very lowest and very highest. The social fluidity 
of the era is well portrayed. A tailor is accepted a.s 
the suitor and husband of an heiress whose father is in 
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the diplomatic service'." , Three sisters of a lower 
.middle class family marry respectively a captain in the 
Me~rines 1 a newly hut imnensely rich bretver, and a. foreign 
count. The struggle involved, however, in rising from 
one class to.another, shows that the organization of so-
ciety tvas not the same p.s it had been in the eE~:rly eight-
.eenth century. Then younger sons went frequently into 
trade und into colonial enterprises involving trade, rmd 
the commercial class lost some of the fo:rrne'r stigma at-
tached to it.. However, the late eighteenth oentu:ry 
found the lines between the trading classas and the aris-
tocracy drawn more clearly and boldly, eapeoia.lly when 
rtany essen~ially vulgnr peTsons began to make money eo.si-
ly as, a: l."esult of the Industrial Revolution. The iric-
torian era inherited both this tradition of inflexible 
organization of society and n.n increasing number of the 
socially aspiring who would not be denied entrance into 
the heart of the aristocr3cy. Evan Harrington is a 
story of such a struggle. 
The next novel, Sandra Belloni, (1864) and its sequel~ 
Vittoria (1866) show us the period of the European revolu-
tionary outbreaks of 1848. Meredith's love.of liberalism 
and nationnlimn, shown in his intense sympathy with Ital-
ian character B..L'1.d Ito.lian strugglt1s, . foreshadows later 
works in which the same animating principles axe to be 
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applied to English pol~tics. In Sandra Belloni there is 
also a great deal of considertl ..tion given to the problem 
of social climbing and snobbery. The use of the artis-
tio or literary 8 11ontt to improve one's sooial status and 
t.o challenge the interest of the aristocratic dilletante 
was a. comm.on .Practice in the society of the day, and Mere-
dith has shown this clearly in the relations of the Pole 
family· to Sandra.. His concept of Sandra as an utterly 
naturs~l pexso:n • almost a. "noble savage," is set up in 
opposition.to the Pole sisters, the ladies of the Fine 
Shades, and Nice Feelings. This theory of the complete 
goodness of the "natural" person ie an inheritance from 
. the F.ousseau<Pistic philosophy of the eighteenth century. 
. ~ . 
In Meredith 1 s,-da.y, the philosophy that man ',yas better 
without too many of the xefining influences o:f civiliza-
tion was still Tece~ving some credence and expresa1on. 
In. America. the. ideal was suggested in the poetry of 
Whitman and in a le~ser manner in that of other writers. 
It persists even today, 1:11 th a difference, in the natur-
istic school of.writers. Of course, the rnusicnl talent 
of Sand:ra was highly, if ~nformally, cultivated but she 
was nevertheless a child of nature in the informality and 
frankness of her manners, and in her lack of social adapt-
ability. , . Ueredi th. shows, therefore~ as he does frequent-
. ly in later works, a conflict between. social organization 
and an ideal·of natural, unaffected and innocent behavior. 
Between the two parts of the story of Sandra, Rhoda 
Fleming was published in 1865. The narrow and inflex-
ible Victorian standard of correct behavior of the sexes 
appears in this work as a tragic and devastating influ-
ence. Young women had been seduced ·by noble young vil-
lains before; in fact, the story of Rosamond.Clifford is 
one of the oldest and best·known and most frequently :re-
current in English, literature. Yet in Rhoda Fleming, 
parental tyranny, sisterly wrong-headedness, community 
scorn, of weakness for a maiden .yielding even .under the 
influence of a great love and of trusting innocence, and 
finally,. a superstitious reverence for the conventional 
marriage. vow, exchanged under no matter wh.at conditions, 
show how the Puritan iron had entered the aoul of so-
ciety. l~eredi·th's tacit protest in· Dahlia's 'Jehalf, and 
his alignment of Robert in sympn.thy with her, show a 
broadex apirit than any of his characters, even Robert 
himself, 2.re allor-;ed to shotv. His traatment of the 
subject is. however 1 characterized by a cert,iin reticence 
and delicacy in writing,which mark him irretrievably a.a 
"not modern." His contempt for the kind of knowledge 
which comes from sifting dustbins and brushing cobwebs 
out of :PUtrid corners is clearly shown by what he does 
not talk about. The novel almost challenges comparison 
with the Joanna Godden of Sheila. Kaye-Smith, because of 
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its question of the moral vicissitude of trvo siaters, 
one weak, one- strong. and because of a similarity of 
setting a.11d -che.ractexization. ~:hit those who find 
neredith more modern than Victo:rian, becauoe he EJY.m-
pathizes with, :rather than condemns Dahlia, nhould 
read Joanna Godden for the purpose of comparing the 
mode:t•n: and Victorian approaches to similar problems. 
The ending-of this-novel is extremely sentimental, for 
in the best Victo:dan manner, Dahlia' n death bed scene 
is made touching: -
Almost her last words to him, spoken 
calmly, but with the -quaver of breu,1jh re-
sembling sobs were, •Help poor girls.' 2 
Thc-Adventn:reoof Har:ry Richmond (1871) is a novel 
which tbenuthor maken almost exactly contemporary in 
time with the date· of its publication. The Ge rm an dxe WilS 
of empire and the union of the omn.11 Gev.:iun_ principalities 
unde:r a single state are the chief political ideas ex~ 
pressed in the book. There are numerous scenes nnd 
ntudies which help to give the novel English nineteenth 
century background in spite of its extravagant rornanti-
cism. Among them are the scenes of English country life 
at Riversley Grange and Dipwell, the sturdy prejudices of 
Squire Beltharn, the superficial society at Bath, a.nd the 
fine study of life at a boys• school as it existed in 
2 Rhoda Fleming, p. 499. 
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those days. The school has certain traits in common with 
the Bchools of Copperfield and Ernest Pontife:;t.i and may be 
considered to give as t:rue a. :reading of that so:rt of life 
as the other pictures. 
_!ieauchamn' s Career ( 1878), :represents the years of the 
Crimean rvar. The wave of nationalist uprising and unrest 
which resulted in the final unification of Germa.ny and Ita-
ly in the foll,,wing decade, wa,s :felt i11 all. Eu:-rope. An 
intenser patriotism animated the English na.tion. ~­
chanrp1 a C:lreer reflects this spirit. If.o:re important still 
in the novel is the study of the political st:ruggle bet~een 
the Liberal and 00nservativc T'8.rt1es in England.. Radical 
principles were being introduced to modify the ~program of 
even ·the most lil,eral of the Liberals. l!ode:rate reforms 
in politics and society gave ivay to a more svreeping reform 
of franchise in the Reform Bill of 1867. The question of 
Woman Suffrage began to engage the attention of a small 
group. The rise of the imperialist policie_s was rn.pid 
during the decades of the fifties and sixties.. In some 
. measure Beauchamp• s C:~,reer reveals all these interwoven 
threads of intense nationalism, increasing imperialism, 
and the greater liberalism in politics. This novel also 
furnishes an early example of the story of suf :f'ering by 
the individual who is condemned bysociety, not for ille-
gal or unsocial acts, but f?r holding radical ideas. 
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!Jany modern novels, notably . .\:rrownmi th, have ch~1.:rn.ctere 
who recall Dr. Bhrapne~. The conflict between r.vora:r:d 
'Romfrey and Nevil was typic<2l of the drama being enacted 
everywhere in England during·tne mid-century. The strug-
gles cf the Tory squireo, represented by Romfrey and his 
f~iends,. who v1exe unwilling to surrender poli tict::..l lead-
ership to the middle class or to the people, ngninat the 
young, radical group even within their own circle, added 
greatly to the historical significance of the part played 
in Victorian life by the nobility. 
The story of The Egoist (1879) in the hero of which 
the author saw all nw.nkinn, is not peculial'ly sumsestive 
of the Victo:rian age. ·Truly, it is a sort of cri·ticiem 
of individualism :run to seed in egoism. The fa.ct that 
the era ivas one dominated 'by great and eminent personali-
ties metms that thaxe wE-s much stress placed upon the 
cligni ty and preciousness of the indi vidue"l human life. 
The approach to the reform of society was felt to be. made 
roost successfully through the perfecting of each rriember 
of the social group. The message of B:rowning was often 
·the message of an advocate of the supreme l.mpo:rtance of 
each one's living his ~ife to the full. In the cases of 
persons who·lacked elements of real greatness, egoism 
must have been a.frequent outgrowth of the ,concentrated 
interest.expended upon their·development. Meredith .saw 
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a problem of uni versed human interest in the injustice 
clone by masculine egoism to the personality of woman. 
The fact of the rebellion which· Sir Willoughby in-
spired in the hearts of young women when they came to 
know him well, is an indication that ]~eredi th considered 
worri.en themselves to be a.live to a feminist question in 
society. The Es';oist is, therefore,· an indirect criti-
cism of the life contemporary with 1'.eredi th becr.m~e it 
indicates awakening consciouaness on the pa:rt :()f Victo-
rian womanhood .that men had played the role of tyxanta. 
!t is also a critic ism of human nature -~ uni vers,:.1 .and 
of all ages. The ladies, Isabel· and.Elinorl?atterne, 
and poor, constgnt Laetitia Dale, are conventional 
types. 
The Tragic Comedians (1880) which is not, properly 
speaking a novel, offered )feredi th another opportunity to 
inveigh C.6ainst selfishness, cows.rdice, and wrong-headed-
nos s. The story is a rewritten episode ta.ken from the 
life of Ferdinand LaSalle, ~German Je~ish Social Demo-
crat. Meredith is little interested in the.presentation 
of the rac.ial question underlying the whole tragic comedy. 
In spite, however, of the barrier which race erected be-
tw·een Alvan and Clotilde, riithout the liberalizing influ-
ence of nineteenth century tolerance 1 the Jewish poli-
tician could never have risen to such a place of promi-
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nence. Meredith lived durinG the time when all dis-
abilities· bectluse· of nationali,ty ~:..nd religion, were 
removed in England. ?.re judice aGu.inst Jewioh people 
wao p::lBsing rapidly away, rmd slthou~;h Disraeli is· et ill 
spoken of in.some quarters as if he waoa sort of miracle, 
he captured the imagination of the British public ~vi th his 
frequent brilliant strokes of policy. Continental Europe 
and England were akin as we have geen in the liberalism 
·which was making possible the rise of Jewisb P"li ticia.ns 
to such positions of eminence. The barrier of social 
prejud.ice against which Alvnn flung himAelf foolishly n.nd 
vainly in his attem1)t to win a rtpal'ent blessed l)ride '' was 
still a formidable one in England us vrell as· in Atrntria. 
The fact that Disraeli became· EQrl of neac,.)nofield wns a 
gre0t t:ribute to his genius as wes h1s reper.~ted selection 
as a prime minister. 
In Diana of the Crossweys (1885) ~r.eredi th first Aet 
forth the problem which was chiefly to engage his attention 
in the following decade, the period of publication of his 
l~st.three complete novels. The problem was tho..t of es-
cape from unsuitable marriage ties, e4nd the penc..1 ty exacted 
by society for the escape. Victorians willihgly believed 
the worst of women ~ho were capable of divorcing their hus-
bands. Little reg:-1,rd was given to their reasons or prov-
ocation. for doing so. The story of Diana shows also how 
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much g:ceate:r wexe the pa.rticipation and the activity 
of women in literary and. poll tical ci:rcles ·during the 
later years of the novelist 1 a cs.xeex than in the earlier 
ones. Mer·edi th shows clea.rly in the development of the 
plot ·that even though he championed the cause of women he 
still believed them -to be creatures more easily swayed by 
emotions than by good seirne. The climax of the story 
Dlana 1 B im~1lce to sell Dacier's secret -- illust~utes 
this. IUs irrevocable belief was evidently the common 
one of hiH age that woman's h:l.ghest mission was to come 
lnto h2.rho:r t.:vl th a good kind, steady, devo·tod and capu.ble 
husband. 
The problem treated in One of Ou:r Conquerors (1892) 
was similar to those t:reated by Pinero in The Second Hrs. 
T<mgue:ray, by Oscar ".7ilde in the less seriouo Lady Winder-
mere 1 s Fan 1 and by Hardy in Jude the Obscure. The Victo-
rian social restraint ~.-vas ~siving way under repeated re-
bellious by unhap]ily married couples. Meredith shows 
the crushing, murderous cruelty o; convention ·towu:cd those 
who had the courage or the effrontery to live together in 
a union sanctioned only by love. nataly ivas courageous,. 
1mt sensitive. ·:a ti1 a different sort of husband, one who 
would have been content to lbre quietly and unobtrusively, 
she might have been happy. fleorge Eliot, living in an 
unsanctioned union, was able to triumph over social oppo-
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sition. Heredith himself was quite unfoI'giviug of his 
fixst wife '.Vho deserted him. His own point of view may 
have shifted somewhat before the dn.te of One of Our Con-
s.uerors > for in his idealiza·tion, almost senti111t.mt,:..l in 
itself, of Nestn ~ictoria, he vindicated the step of Vio-
tor and lTataly. Whatever his point of viorJ, his nnvel 
shows that t:cagedy is consequent upon b:r~~aking the laws of 
society, church and state, as they ~-;ere organi~rnd in his 
<lay. Hi's indi vidu~,ls who have be~un the revolt dash them-
selves to pieces against the udar!1n.nt of l:rs. Durman l\o.dnor, 
backed by society. 
In the novel, Lord Or~ont and His Affiinta (1893), Mere-
di th sets the time back half a century to th~ ·thixties, but 
the problem in the same as that of the two preceding 11ovcls, 
and strangely enough, society is less exu.cting of ·the law 
breakers, 1ln.tey and .Amin ta, than of the ·couples who be.long 
to a. later per·iod, althougll eatlier yc:~rs of the novelist's 
v1ork. The period of ~atey's childhood ~as contemporary , 
with the Napoleonic ~urs. Tne·project of a coeducational 
school was wisely enough relegated to Switzerland for de-
velopment. . ' 
The Amazing ':'~arriap;e ( 1895) was tbe last of· Ueredi th• a 
complete novels to be published ~uring his ·lifetime. 
n.nd 83-xon (1910) was. both an incomplete and a po~thun-.ous 
publication. The amazing features of .the marriage of the 
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Earl of Fleetwood,a.nd Corinthia Jane were numerous. 
The t:lme of this novel is appr•oximately the same ns that 
of Lord Orrnont and His kninta. It has also the same 
criticism of the conventional marriage arrangements aP-
proved by nociety. The· book opens ~.':Ji th a story of an 
elopement •.vhich had taken place eighteen years prior to 
th.a meeting of Co:cin'thia Jane ~nd the Earl. -Although 
nca1·intt herself was a, child of this irregnla,r though 
legalized union, she is as fine a character~ as Mesta Vic-
toria. . She woµld tolerate no whisper of d~vorce in 
r3pi te of. her -husband's ce.valier treatment of her. She 
hnd r:~lways been ashamed of the thought of ft second mar-
riat;e, al thoni~h she was ult imn te ly persuadc!d to surrender 
her prcjnd.ice and to marry one; of ~~credith's sentimental-
ized rrelshmen. 
SETTINGS 
Mcred:l th yn;is conce:rned not merely with the problems, 
thought ~:J1d ide:1ls of his age, but also· con£tantly atten-
tive to the physical environment of his chan"tcte:rs -- the 
actual sights, sounds and impressions of the world a.b,mt 
them. His descriptions of nature are notable; his word 
·paintings of a London street or a lurrey estate ~re filled 
with closely observed antl artistically arranged details. 
Before discussing this aspect of his work, however, it is 
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necessary first to consider the problem of his literary 
method, t~nd especir-tlly l::.ow closely <.:kin was hia t:re~t-
ment of nature to that of other of his contemporaries. 
ll'irst of all, Hcradi th treated !Jnture in his novels 
from the point of vie~.of a poet. The details which he 
selected fDi description were a.s exact and aG :tntimntely 
chosen as the det2dls in the poetry of 1'o:rdr:north. Hls 
method of wri "'liing about "these detB.ils 1~, ho<.-:cver, that 
Ho matter ho~.;: simple the dctn.il, a 
romantic glamou1· is oast over the whole. Tbis is p~1r-
ticularly true in his earlier novels, and he re~1rns to 
the ma thod in his very la to st ni)ve ls • 
Meredith ·nan a great lover of landscapes and ccnoen-
trated much effort upon describing them beautifully. He 
differed markedly from the eighteenth centu:ry writers who 
kept their eyes upon the formal g1rden, the terrace, the 
neatly clipped hedge, and the swan pond. 
influence of Uornt:..nticis~~ Wt'.18 the para.r:ount influence 
throughout his ""vork .. Ylhcther his paintings v.ere of scenes 
alongside the Thames or in the Swiss Alps, they were of a 
:t·ichly decorative_, ornate kind which sho~;ed that carefully 
observed detu.ilB have been suffused with the warmth ri.nd 
color of the novelist's own te:~;.;permnent. 
~ 
.T 
In an analysia of the country of Gaorge }!eredi th, 
William Sharp ~rites in his Literary Geography: 
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Ir1 a sense, he is English: of the English; 
there is none living who 1nore swiftly and 
poignantly conveys ·the vary b:reath and bloom 
of natuxe as we know it in England, above all 
in Surre!, n ..nd the long continuous:· vale· of ·the 
Thrones. 
Examples ·tal<eri frmn lhc;:redi tJ;l 1 s novels nhow how sub-
tly he conveys the sense of peculiar beauty of lundccape: 
Golden lie the meadows; golden run.the 
c:tz•f::\::::rn9 1J.~11P :-\ 110 1• (:;< 001~\-i Df'f' (.'lQ~·n· f.Q (.:\':.1''f•f:l1 .. ,r.r.l1 ""'-· """""'-' • • • "" ...... w -U .\'•....,. J.t;) .J.. (.f/. v .. .;~.\.. w,£ ' (..A,..J.,~ 
the fields and the waters shout to him golden 
shouts. He c9mes,· and his he1·alcls run before 
him, and touch the leaves and oaks and planes 
and beeches lucid green, and the· pine ste~s 
redder gold ••. Sweet are the shy recesses of the 
woodland. The ray treads softly there. A 
film athwart the pathway quivered many-hµ~d 
~\ .. gainst purple shade , fragrant with warm pines, 
deep moss beds, feathery fexn.4 
In 'the middle of the i]:ood. tha re wP ..... s a sa.ndy 
mound, :rising half the height of the lesser firs, 
bounded by a greengro~·m vallum ••• Lt:.nk dry weeds 
and nettles, and great lumps of green and gray 
moss, stood on the poor old cren,tures' pld .. Ce of 
habitation, and the moon, slanting through the 
fir clumps W[1.S scc:,t tel'ed on the blossoms of. 
twisted orchard trees gone ~ild again. 5 
Ghe t;lSkcd the boy where l:Yr. T.Vhi tford nae. · 
Orossjay pointed very secretly in the direction 
o:f the double blossom ·:;;ild cherry •.• she tun1ed 
her face to where the load of vixginal blossom, 
-;:ihi tex than sunmex cloud. on the sky, d1cv-:cd and 
drooped and clustered so thick as to claim col-
our and seem like higher Alpine snows in noon 
sunlight, a flush of white. 6 
3 Sharp 1 Lite ;rary ;Je ogrz,,DhY, p. 5. 
4 The O:rdeal of Richard Feverel, p. 153. 
5 Sandra Belloni, P·. 11 
6 !9e Egoist, p. 113. 
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Surely snch poetic 11assages find their chief pnral-
lel in the works of Tennyson. Not n ohnnce isol~ted 
p~.ssa.ge, but a typical one shows how the s0.me quality of 
:romantic real isri is clrn.ra.cteris tic of his lnndscn1)e. 
Unloved, the sun-flowe:r, shining fair, 
Pay :round with flnmeR her r1iac of seed, 
And many a rose-carnation feed 
~1th summer snice the b.umi'lfli n:.; B.ir. 
Unc~red for, gird the windy grove 
And flood the haunts of hern and orake 
Or intn silver ::.r:rows 11reak 
The sailing moon in creek and cove. 7 
This method. of romantic re2.liarn hns cmrnerl ~'erec11 th' s 
critics to deplore a lack of the illusion of reality in 
his Y!OTkB. In descriptions other than those of .n~ture, 
he also gives real netnils, hut thro~G about them the light 
of his O~'Vn intni ti on and as a result gives 11hs,t Priestley 
calls a dietoTted picture of society. !~eredi th exercises 
the arti~t•s function of selectivity tn'ith the reault that 
bis backgrounds a.nd ch?.ra.oters a:re less realistic in man-
ner of present0tion than those of Dickens, Thackersy, and 
Trollope. 
The novels do l~ck local color and ttm11dle distance" 
··when compPred t1i th the more realistic works of l~eredi th 's 
contemporaries. r:ty "middle distance" is neant that space 
between the render and the chn.:rr-i.cters of n novel wbich is 
7 Tennyson, In ?Jemoriai"n, CI. 
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filled 'by the re:i.listic und real cnndi tions of dai.ly liv-
ing and exactl:r described r-:nvi:ronment. 
Concerning; this lack of "middle distancef1 and of the 
illusion of renlity Priestley writes: 
They seem to have less connection with time 
a.nu pln.ce thun any novels of the century_. The 
rnaaa of stuff that takes up so much space in 
r;-:ont :fiction rr..nd gives to tJos't :read(~:rs an illu-
sion of reality •• _.is entirelz missing from 
'!!e rccli th• a fiction. 8 
There is no proof that middle distance is entirely 
missing from MeredithJs fiction. To be su.:re one rarely 
fine.ls such passages as this from Dickens: 
As Joh~.i D;.:rnl:ins objected to their enter-
i11g T.1ondon bef o:re n1ghtfnll, 1 t rrn.s nearly 
eleven o'clock when they reached the turnpike 
to Islington. They crost3ed from the Angel 
into St. Sohn's Jiot:d; struck down the small 
street which terminates at Sadle:r•s Wells 
Th.0 ::i.tre, through :Cxrnouth Street and Coppice 
Ro\Y -- down the little court by the aide of 
+,1,n '"l•Q"'','""1r"11r:0 e+.(• g 'iJ J.V trJ J.. .t~I .. J '-'.ilv- ) ·-*' v .> • 
It ~s not likely that one out of a hundred who read 
Oliver Twist has any knowledge of the places named. 
Therefore the sense of reality for the ordinary reader is 
not ostensibly increased by such a piling up of detail in 
mere place names. 
In Meredith's descriptions wa may find ourselves in a 
8 Priestley, J. B., George Yereqith, p. 181. 
9 Dickens, Oliver Twist, p. 74 Edition de Luxe. 
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:ra.thor sketchily de.scribed Ly~1port, Bath, Tunb:cidc;e Wells• 
or· ,.Vimhledon. ~7e mn.y gain qni te an exac·t impression of 
Raynham e~3tate and the uol.1ey, o:f U1e Orossvmys, of the 
Green Dragon !nn. We may fenl in spirit the esn8ntial 
quality_ o.f the ln.ndscape in a JJondon p~ .. rk or· by Th21aes-
side, or in nailing the blue trate:r of the Chanr.4el, or 
1'i.t times 
Here di th yields even to a brief bit of desc:ri"l)tion lil::e 
that formerly quoted f:rom Oliver r.r:':hl: 
Past Kew and Hammersmith on the cool smooth 
wn..te:r; c::..c:ross Putney reach, thr·ougL nuttersea 
bridge; and the City .grew around them, and the 
:~~~~~~h~: toeat r:iill-factoxies slept athwc.rt the 
Kurnerous exampleG. r;.ight be taken fron: G.ny novel to 
show thu.t there is much of the 11 stuf:f tdlioh :fills in t~reat 
spaces in the ordilrn:ry invcl. n The earlier ones, eepec-
this U8B of cletail .J\ihan thoDe Of the late:r per1od. A few 
examples will rmffice to r;how Heredi th• s manner in the ade-
quute, if not copious filling of his "middle dh;tance": 
. After turning through innumerable hedges, 
lt-!aping fences 1 jumping dykes, penetrating 
brambly copses and getting dirty, ragged, and 
t:Lred 1 Fipto:1 avwk:e from his dxec.rn of Farmer 
Blaize ••• to the vivid consciousness of hunger 
••• Rc.ynhu.Jn Ahbey w~.::.s out of sight. They ~·;ere 
10 The Ordeal of Richard Feverel, p. 411. 
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alon~ way down the valley, miles from lLo-
bourne, in a country of soar pools, yellow 
brooks,. rnnk pF.tsturage, desolate heath. . 
Solitary cows were seen, the smoke of a mud 
cottage; a cs.rt piled 1d th peat; a. donkey 
g:razing at leisure ••• geese by a horse pond. ll 
Millinery ~mild tell us that she wore a 
fichu of thin white muslin crossed in front on 
a oress of some light stuff~ trlmmed r.1:t th d.eep 
rose. She carried a grey s1lk parasol, 
t~aced Rt the borders ~ith ~reen creepeTe ••• 
1'hese hues of red rose and green and pale 
green, ruffled n:nd. pouted in the hillm"l1y 
white o:f the dress, ballooning and volleying 
softlv like rl yacht before the en,11 bendf.! 
low. 12 
Dr. Shrannel•s hOlH~e was about r-:. r.dle bevond 
the town, on a oommon of gorse and thorn, through 
which the f ir-borde:rerl. high11Vay rnn. A fence 
waist-high enclosed its plot of meadow and garden, 
so tha,t the doctor, while protecting hts 0'111, 
might see and be seen of the world. 13 
Off we go to the kitchen garden ..• We :idmire . 
the exten·t of the ·oeds marked out for asparagus 
8.nd the French dis,.,osi ti.on of pl<cnting at wide 
intervals, and the French system of training . 
pea.ch, nea,r, and 'Plum t:rees on the win.lls to win 
length and ca.toh sun, we much admire. 14 
He was ushered into a London house's li-
brary looking over a niggard inclosure of gravel 
and dull. gre.ss, ag&.inst a, wA.11. where ivy dribbled. 
Jm arm C·haix was beside the fireplace. To right 
and left of i~ a floreate comppny of books in high 
cases paraded shoulder to ahoulder •.• Weyburn read 
the letters on their SOB,:rlet n.nd blue fa.cinrss .... 
Th6 books had oostly bindings. l5 
ll Ib1d., p. 19. 
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Beauchamp• s Ca:ree r, p. 115 .. 
One of Ou.r Oonguerors, p. 85. 
Lord Ormont and His Aminta, p .. 58 •. 
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It is difficult to see hoTI u critic nh6 reads ouch 
examples of ·description can find 1~e:redi th enti:rely L:.ok-
ing in attrrchment ia place and in realistic background. 
It is im?OB?ihle to enter into great detnil concerning 
the plcture of roch:l cuatr)ms which !foredi th paints. 
J...ights in the soci~l pt1:;ermt of cnstomB i 1~entioned in 
Chaptc r T':";o :::s typic:i.l of tho C:!'P •• 
The description of Raynhar.! Abbey in Richard 
Fevf:rel (p. 32), ::::s r:. ty~':1ic:::.1 country homo, even 
to the wing with 1 ts "ghost." 
The nic~1lcs o.nd celcbrn.tions sir:1ilc.r to the 
ttha;rvest homeatt, desoribed in flichard Feverel 
(p. 10), in Sr:w:ir,-. "?clloni (p. gg f:f. j, r:.nd in 
Evan Harrington (p. 378 ff .. ). 
The cricl~et match bet~cen Fnllo',1field r.;~nd 
·Beckley in Evan Harrington (p. 151 ff.). 
The rc.cins inte~ests of Alc;e rnon nl:?.ncove in 
Rhoda Fleming (p. 284 ff.). 
~cho ""'1 li ~e 1· n t.:r~ rrv Picl1""'oncl (""' It 7 .rr. ) ,. l"\d "'; \ ~ J - - ....., /1 .l- ..._().,,. • J ..; "' -I '... ... . J,_I e - - • _ e l t ,. 
in Lord Ormond and His Aminta (p. l ff.}. 
Church services in °B"lran m~.rrin~ton r:.nd. in 
Rhoda Fleming (p. 250 f:f.). 
Country flor;ezi gardens and. €:states :in Tiichi:·'.rd 
Feverel ( p. 10), Rhoda Fleming ( p. 2ff'. ) , ~ 
I>;oist (pp.10-11), z.~nd One of 0nr Cnnnue:rors 
(p. 8lff.) 
London street scenes in Ha.rrr_ Richmond 
( p. 1;55 ;;:·f .• ) und One of Our Conquerors ·(p. 36ff.) 
The assemblies at the Aurora and Green Dragon 
Innn (p. 128 ff.) in Evan Har:rington, and of the 
assembly at the IJil'ot Inn in Rhoda Fleming 
(p. lG~ ff.) 
, ·The prize fight '.at Esslemont in The Amazing 
M~x~·iuge (p. 1G7 ff.). 
The tramps and gypsy wa11dere rs .in Richard 
Feve:cel (p. 11), D.nd in Ha:cr¥ Richmond (p. 87 ff.) • 
. Society at Bath in Harry Richmond (p. 235 ff.). 
r;edding customs iu Richu;:rd Y'evcrel (rv.ther 
irregular, p. 308), and in The Egoist (p. 375). 
l)xepu.xu tion 0f boyu fo:r ·ti:adefl and professions, in 
Richard Fevexel (p. 134 ff.) and in EJian Harrington 
( p. 486 ff. ) • 
The prayer of Hatey at the bedside of his dead 
motl10r, Lord O:rn.ont aud His ;\l:iinta (p. 17~). 
Uusionl soirees in Sand:ra Balloni (p. 25 ff.) 
L:.nd in Orw of Our Cougue:co:cs (y •. 71 ff.). 
The theatrioul performance in Rhoda Fleming 
(p. 112 ff.). 
Occasional references to feminine styles, parties, 
meals, a:rt criticism, business transactious and travels 
in nearly all of ·the novels. 
The conclusions to be drawn from the reading of Mere-
di th·1 s novels with close attention to the presentation of 
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the social scene is. that the pro1)lems o.nd sr~ttingo 1<.len-
tify him rather definitely with hie nge. Horeovc:c, much 
of the E!1glish lr:.ndscape, mr.ny p1ctu.Tcs of the d~dly lives 
of :rura,l ;-1nd urbrm dwellers both in their hours of work 
and. of play, and. cert.:1 in vivid sm~.pshots of itictoriun en-
v:t:ronment axe artfully combined i;J his pn.ges into n ccm-
vincing reflection cf "middle distance". 
method is likewise typical of tha ea.me exR., und his use of 
it :'.i.s sufficiently realistic to enable one to n.nswer ra.the:r 
fully the question used as a touchstone to test his rela-
tion ti) his D.ge, i.. a: tffllnt sJ:ould we lrnmv of tbe li:fe of 
the 1lictoxian Age, if by sane unimt!ginn.ble catastrophe all 
li terR.ry :inn social documents exce:;_Jt the novels ·of Here-
di th 11e:re destroyed? I should' be inclined to ennwer that 
our knowledge would be both broad nnd varied. 
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CHAPTER FOUR. 
THE REFORMING SPIRIT. 
To test an author's work against the eooial ideas 
and ideals of an age, is to test the a.uthor•e t~e :re-
lation to hie time. Chesterton observes rather sagely 
apropos of this relation! 
"~t ie useless," says he, «for the aesthete (or any 
other anarchist) to urge the isolated individuality of 
the artist apart from his attitude toward his age. H1a 
attitude toward bis age is his individuality; men are 
1 
never individual when alone.n 
Meredith' s attitude toward his a,ge is one of' the 
chief marks of the Victorian in him. He was dedicated 
to the reforming spirit, and even as he wrote page upon 
page of social criticism, often very thinly disguised as · 
stories, he was yielding to one of the powerful influ-
ences which was likewise molding his contemporaries. 
In the novels we find the reforming spirit indicated 
by humanitarian views and interests, and by extl:'eme lib-
eralism in discussions of politics. we find the author 
attacking egoism, sentimentalism, and echoing the indig-
nant outcries of Carlyle and Arnold against Philistinism. 
Uore specific criticism of the weaknesses in Victorian 
1 Chesterton, G. K., The Victorian. Age in Literature, p. 9. 
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society is found in Meredith's brilliant studies of 
decadent nobility, of snobbery, of moral stringency, of 
religious hypocrisy, of glorified domesticity and of a 
falsely sentimental attitude toward womankind. 
The key to the understanding of Meredith's social 
eritioism lies in an understanding of hie concept of 
satire and of the Comic Spirit. Although conflicting 
opinions are presented by the author in many instances, 
it is evident which he holds in contempt. By his 
"Thou.shalt nots" as well as by his "Thou shalts" we 
know his ideal of a sane society; in what he protests 
against as well as in what he simply reveals or ndvooates, 
we find the truth of his reading of life. 
THE COMIC SPIRIT AS REFORMER. 
We have seen that the most eminent of Victorian lead-
ers were dissatisfied with the whole of society. Econom-
ic, social, political and intellectual reform engaged 
their attention. In this particular, Meredith did not 
escape his age, for the whole of his writing is conceived 
in a spirit of reform. 
Although it was not until 1877, nearly twenty years 
after the appearance of Richard Feverel, that Meredith for-
mulated his pronouncements on the idea and function of 
Comedy, he had been attempting the reform of society through 
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the efforts of the Comic JJ:use f:rom the beginning of his 
work. His novels are essentially stories of the lower 
gentry and upper middle class, although an earl looks 
down occasionally, and sturdy yeor.aen frequently look up. 
Of this class wliioh formed his favorite theme he writes: 
Of this class in England, a large body, 
neither Puritan nor Bacoanalian, have a. senti-
mental objection to face the study of the actual. 
world. They. take up disdain of it 1 when the 
truths appear humiliating. When the faota a.re 
not immediately forced on them, they take up the 
pride of incredulity. They live in a hazy at-
mosphere that they suppose to be an ideal one. 
Humorous writing they will endure, perhaps ap-
prove, if it mingles with pathos to shake and 
elevate .the feelings ••• But of Comedy they have 
a shivering dread, for Comedy enfolds them with 
the wretched host of the world, huddled with us 
all in a.n ignoble assimilation a.nd cannot be 
used by any exalted varietz as a scourge or e. 
broom. a 
One reading that might say that here, at last, is a 
great Victorian who is not interested in the wielding of 
the t•scourge" or "broom n of reform. But he immediately 
reveals in a complementary passage that he, too, is of 
the ilk of the reformers. 
Yen's future upon earth does not attract 
it (Comic Spirit); their honestx and shapeli-
ness in the present does, and whenever they 
\fax out of proportion, overblown, affected, 
pretentious, bombastical, hypocritical, pedan-
tic; fantastically delicate whenever it sees 
them self-deceived or hood-winked, given to 
2 An Essay on Comedy, P• 27. 
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run riot 1.n idol~tries, drifting into va.ni tion, 
eong~ega.ting in o.b~urditieo, planning ollort 
~1gbtedly. plotting dementedly; whenever they 
are at va:riaacc with their pro:feacions u,nd vio-
late the unwritten, but 1JG:rcept1blo lawo binding 
thetn in oona1dera.tion to one anotho.r; whenever 
they offend GQund :rcauon, fair juetioa, are 
.false in humility or mined with conceit -- in-
dividually or in the bulk, the ep1rit overhead 
will look humanely malign and cast au oblique 
1igbt_on them, :followed by volleyn of ~ilvery 
laughter. Tb.n:t is the Comic Hpi;rit. 
Whn-t "exalted varietytt of' Gocial rotorrnnr cvo:r do-
. mnnded more _o'! hiu contomporu.rion tha11 does ?:fe:rtHlith in 
this expoa1 tio11 of the Co1nic Spir1t7 Not Thaokt1ru.y 1 for 
in his Snob Pupers, whioh were goupe l u.gu,imi t tho 1T1oto-
r1:uw, b.e touched only- the "ill-pl'opo:rtionod, ovorblo\m, 
affeot~d, pretentious, fantastically delioato" follc whiob 
Mer{~di th wri tea about. Cert~inly uot Natthew Arnoldi 
that most 0 axalted §f of n.11 t1varietioa n, who dornunde<i chief-
ly that hin fellott Englishmen cease "congregating iu ab-
surd1 t1es. offending sound ren.aon, being fnlacly hunble, 
bombasticnlt or mined with oonocit 1 individually or in the 
bulk. n Not nuskin nor Nem~an nor c.n;r of the Victorians 
held up a fine:r.idea.l for a. smug and mate:rialiatio Goo1ety 
than did Ue:redith in the essny on Comedy. 
Had he not formulated this statement of the abuses 
upon whioh bin Cornie l!uao was to "onet an oblique light", 
his goepel would have been .Just a.a evident in the novels. 
His parables begin iii th the fi:rnt n1Jvcl and end with hie 
3 Ibid •• p. 90. 
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la.st. The discerning critic finds that Meredith pro-
posed in thus employing Comedy as a ncorreotive, a disin~ 
fectant and a leaven", a rather sweeping and ambitious 
reform of manners. 
The Meredithian Oomedy had withal a high seriousness 
which was essentially Victorian and fervent. There was 
no lack of the characteristic of moral earnestness in his 
unrelenting gospel against shams, hypocrisy, selfishness, 
and social faultiness of socie'ty on the highe·r levels. 
His contempt is not the leas earnest because it is less 
vitriolic than that of such writers as Carlyle. 
The characters and foibles which he was consistent 
in exposing were varied. Sir Austin Feverel was the ex-
ponent of a foolishly conceived system of education, oon-
trary to Nature, and was likewise a victim of his own tyr-
anny. The Countess de' Saldar was the princess par excel-
lence of the kingdom of social climbers and snobs~ who 
were one of Meredith1 s pet dislikes. Arabella, Adela, 
Cornelia, and Wilfrid Pole were affected and snobbish souls 
whose spirits and livills ivere refined to the point of vel-
lei ty by the ix: dedication to "fine shades and nice feelings. tt 
Sir Willoughby Patterne was an individualist run to seed in 
egoism. Everard Romfrey, a type of English squire, was 
,' 
bound by tradition and complacency to all things British 
and conventional so closely that he became merely wrong-
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headed. Diana Merion had at least one fault, that of 
emotional instability. Victor Radnor, was a vacillating 
sentimentalist who did not know what he valued most in 
society. 
The last group of novels, those written in the decade 
between 1895 and 1895, bas as its avowed purpose the ef- · 
feoting of a change in the \Tiotorian attitude against di-
vorce, and in favor of permanent marriages, no matter bow 
unhappy they might prove. Here the author yielded frank-
. ly to the tendency to create artistic wo:rke a.a n po.rt of 
the machinery of ref onn. 
THE ffiJMA1UTARIAN SPIRIT. 
Meredith shared the-interest of hie contemporaries in 
social sins against. the lower classes.. Bia characters 
were chiefly d~awn from the upper levels of society, and he 
therefore was less occupied with the misery and abuses of 
the populace than were Dickens a.nd Kingsley. His concern 
with the problems of the underprivileged is indicated by 
frequent references to their condition in the earlier nov-
els. The faot that such references grow fewer in the 
later works is one of the best indications that no matter 
what part of the century was ostensibly represented in the 
novels, his plots and backgrounds were ever contemporary, 
for the conditions of the lower classes were constantly 
ameliorated during the period of his literary activity. 
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In the earliest novel~ Richard Feverel, which repre-
sents the perturbed period of the thirties. we find the 
following acene:· As Ripton and Richard were wandering 
after the encounter with Farmer Blaize during their hunt-, 
ing, they met two strangers, a travelling tinker· and a 
burly young countryman. 
••It waa the tinker who renewed the colloquy~ 
'Times ie bad!', said be. 
His companion assented, 'Surely'. n 
Continuing with the story of bis travel to New-ca.atle ·the tinker finally says: 
tt .•• :we were as nigh wrecked as the prophet 
Paul·•. 
•A -- who's him?' the other wished to know. 
·'Read your Bible,' said the tinker •..• ' I think down·we're ago1ng ••• But God's above the devil and 
he re I am, y•see. • 
1 D1 ye call that dootrin?• .... -'He bean•t al•ays, 
or I shoo•n•t be sorapin• my heels with nothin• to 
do, and what1 s warse, nothin1 to eat• .... •Luck•s 
luck and bad luck's the contrary. Varmer Bollopt t'other day has 1 1s xickburnt down. Next night 
_his gran•ry•s burnt• •..• •He takes and goes and hands 
unse1 • and turns us out o' his employ. God warn rt 
above the devil then I thinks ••• • 
The tinker cleared his throat and said it was a 
bad case. 
'And a darned ba.d oase•, cried Speed the Plough. 
'Here•s another darned bad case. I threshed for 
Va.rm.er Blaize ••• Va:rme:r Blaize messes pilkins. He 
swears our chaps steals pilkins. 'Twarn•t m2. steals 
'em. What do ~ tak and go and do? ••• tarns us off ••• to scuffle about and starve for all he keers. 
God warn 1 t above the devil then I thinks•n 4 
The plight of the sma.l.l independent farmer is dis-
4 The Ordeal of Richard Feverel, p. 23. 
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cussed in the case of Farmer Fleming: 
t•Queen Anne ts Farm missed the flourishing point 
by one hundred pounds exactly. With that addition 
to its exchequer it would have made head against its 
,old enemy, Taxation, and started rejuvenesoent. 
But the Radicals were in power to legislate and 
crush agriculture •.•• Alas!, with the hundred pounds 
to back him, he could have sowed what he pleased ••• 
Instead of which, and while too keenly aware that 
the one hundred would have made excesses in any di-
rection tributary to bis pocket, the poor man 
groaned in continuous talls of moisture, and when 
rain w~ prayed for in church, he had to be dO\'ffi on 
his knees praying heartily with the reat of the 
congregation.n 5 · 
Beauchamp's Career has numerous disquisitions upon the 
plight of ·the poor. Some are written from the poiut of 
view of the Tory squire, Everard Romfrey, o·tbers front the 
point of view of Nevil himself, and still others from the 
point of view of Dr. Shrapnel. Everard tells Nevil: 
t1I•ll tell you, they belong to any party 
that upsets the party above them. They belong 
to the George Foxe party, and my poultry roosts 
are the mark they aim at. You shall have a 
glance at the manUfaoturing district some day. 
You shall see the machines they work with. You 
l;hall see the mise:rable, lank-jawed, half-stewed 
pantaloons they've mnnaged to make of the Eng-
1ishtnen there. My blood•s past boiling. They 
work young children in their factories from 1aorn-
ing to night. Their manufaotories are spreading 
like the webs· of the devil to suck the blood of 
the country. In that district of theirs an epi-
demic levels men like a disease in sheep~ Skel-
etons oan•t rnake a stand. On the top of it all 
they sing Sunday tunes.ff 6 
5 Rhoda Fleming, p. 11. 
6 Beauchamp•s Career, p. 28. 
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With a deft, ironic turn 1~e:redith reveals at once 
the ca.use .of all this indignation against the middle 
class manufacture1·a on the part of 'Everard: 
"This behavior of Corn Law agitators and 
protectors of poachers was an hypocrisy too 
horrible for comment." 7 
"Nevil sho\ved that he ha.d gained an ac-
quaintance with the-struggles of the neighbor-
ing ~gxioultural poor to live and rear their 
children. ·· Ris unole • s table :roared at his 
enumeration of the sickly little beings, con-
sumptive or bandy-legged, within a radius. of 
five miles of Steynham." 8 , 
Nevil's concept of the effects of the enclosure: 
0 But what think you of a Government of.land 
owners decreeing the enclosure of millions of 
acxea of common land amongst themselves; tak-
ing the property of the people to add to their 
otm. Say, is not that .. plunder? Public proP-
e rt y, observe, deortied to them by their own 
law-making, under the pretence that it was be-
ing reclaimed for cultivation. when in reality 
it has been but an midi tion to their pleasure 
grounds; a flat robbery from the poor man1 s 
cow and goose~ and his right of cutting furze· 
for firing."~ 
There are numerous other instances of interest in 
the poor and under-privileged: the paternalism of Aus• 
tin Wentworth towaxd the poor of the neighborhood about 
Raynham Abbey; ~he elevation of Tom Bakewell, ttthe hob-
7 Ibid., p. 20: 
8 Ibid .. , p. 32. 
9 Ibid., p. 235~ 
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nail. bacon~munching, beer-swilling animal", to be 
Richard's companion; Polly Wbeedle•s snd case in ~ 
Harrington; the tragedy of Anthony Haoltbut•s temptation 
in Rhoda Fleming; the ·pity aroused by the girls of the 
London slum ,in the encounter of Ha:r:ry Richmond and Tern-
ple with them; the overhanging shadow of the Bench, the 
debtor's prison)' in ~ar:ry Richmond; the sacrifice of 
Robert Eccles to pay fo:r: the subsistence of Dame Garble 
uhom be rescued from hex burning cottage; and Lord Fleet-
uood's patxonage of the Winch sisters' shop • 
. Meredith shows a. :ready sympathy in all these scenes• 
but he xarely dwells on them long. The political strug-
gle was much ~oTe attractive to him. 
LIBERALISM. 
In the novel, Beauoha..~p•s Career, one feels that he 
meets the hero who was nearest l!erecli th• s own heart. 
Young Nevil Beauchamp had the kind of political vision 
which inspired 1ord Robert Peel to vote against his O\VU 
Tory class in order to ameliorate conditions for the poor. 
Nevil spoke first a Liberal language; under the inspira-
tion of his friend, Dr.· Shrapnel, he became an idealistic 
Radical who actually wanted to apply the principles of the 
ideal to life. His uncle, Everard Romfrey. whose heir he 
was, was his most vigorous opponent) for his ideas were 
those of a baron of the twelfth century. 
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The battle lines of the st:ruggle among the Oonse.r-
1 
va.tives, Libera.ls; and Radicals in English politics 1.vere 
already drawn up 1n the sixties,. and 'eeauchamp•s Career 
deals with one skirmish in a sort of political warfare 
which is continued even to-day. Meredith himself was a 
believer in a militant nationalistic, radical program. 
His ideals were born in the t•headytt air o:f Gennany in the 
forties and of tho Revolutionary spirit of 1848. 
As a tribute to his consistent devotion to these 
ideals, The Westminster q,a,zette published the f ollo\ving 
article on his eightieth birthday: 
Liberalism owes much to him., and while the 
world of letters is uniting in offering homage 
to the·greatest of living novelists, his services 
to the Liberal Party may be recalled. The life-
long friend of Mr. John Morley, his political 
fa.1th is akin to that of the Indian Secxeta:ry, 
and to this we may ascribe hie steadfastness at 
that time of great storm and st:ress) the Home Rule 
period. Mr. Swinburne forgot.his principles in 
the passion aroused by 'b!x. Gladstone's proposals. 
The mild academic Liberalism of Huxley, Tyndall 
and Tennyson were all lost in the battle of words, 
but George Meredith stood firm. Oonsidering his 
long career, the novelist's consistency has been 
remnrka.ble 1 for the faith lle championed as a po- · 
litical writer in the sixties, he is championing 
to-d&.y. 10 
Through the various characte:ra of his novels, Mere-
dith 1 a interest in politics and his O})inions , become clear 
to us. Beauohmnp's Career contains many of the keenest 
reactions to them current political problems, among them 
10 Hammerton, J. A., George Meredith in Anecdote and 
¢riticism, p. 78. 
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the following: 
l A satirical analysis of ·the Orimeo.n adventure \Vhen 
the English decided to e tand by the "Haslem" on behalf 
of the Mediterranean, 
"(and the Moslem is one of our customers, 
beari:ng·an excellent reputation for the payment 
of debts). He {Nevil) wished to know whether 
the English people would be so anxious to be at 
it if their man· stood on the opposite shore and 
talked of trying conclusions on their green 
fields." ll 
2 , A ko:..~11 analysis in tabloid f or!:l of the contemptuous 
attitude of the landed gentry toward the people, 
"'There's the people', sighed !Jevil. 
•what people'? 
'I suppose the people of Great Britain 
count, si:r_ • 
'Of course they do when the battle'n done, 
the fight lost and won•. 
'Do you expect the people to look on. Sir'? 
'The people always wait f <:>r the winner, boy 
Nevil.« 12 
3 Political aphorisms: 
11 Liberalism ha.d the a.ttraction for the ora.tor 
of being the active foroe ••• between two passive op-
posing bodies, the aspect of either of which it can 
assume for a menace to the other; Toryiah, as against 
the Radicals,a trifle red in tha eyes of the Tory." 13 
~•The Liberal Party beats up the mob for power, 
and repays it with sops, and is dragging us down from 
all we were proud of•. 
•But the country is growing. the country wants 
ll. Beauchamp .. a Career, p. 3 7 •. 
12 Ibid., p. 31. 
13 Ibid., p. 137. 
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expansion, said "Beauchamp, ·•and if your gentle-
men by birth are not un to the ma.rk, you must 
have leaders that a:re': *' 14 
Meredith does not make of Beauchamp a romantic young 
hero who :rides roughshod over the machinery and opposition 
to a political triumph. He is defeated in his stand as a. 
candidate for Bevishnm beeause he was intolerant of the 
methods of ~oli t1cal puffery and chicanery, a.nd because he 
became known as a disciple of Dr. Shra.pnel. In an ex-
cellent comment on the novel: Vida Scudder writes.: 
Meredith would be a great social novelist, 
in even the narrowest sense, had he given ua noth-
ing but the story of 1.!evil Bea.uohamp with its 
brilliantly contrasted types of the "twelfth cen-
tury b!tron" _a.nd the radical old On.:clylesque doc-
tor, a.nd. its· Shelley-like young hero, living out 
bet-r.;een them the exasnereting pathos of his •ca.-
xeer•. 15 · 
Closely allied to the last remark quoted from Nevil, 
concern~ing the lack: of leadership in gentlemen of birth, 
is Meredith's own conviction of the decadence among Eng-
lish nobility during hia 11f'etime. He has given us a 
long series of studies of Victorian aristocrats who are 
far from admirable. 
DECADENT NOBILITY. 
The most admirable masculine characters drawn by . 
!~eredi th are frequently set in opposition to the aristoc-
racy to show the quality of greater manliness in the 
14 Ibid., p. 158. 
15 Scudder, V. D., Social Ideals in English Letters, p.194. 
characters of the lower sociRl class. Vernon Whitford 
is by fa:r; the most attracti va cha.rncter of The Ordeal of. 
Riclrn.rd Fevc1 ..el. Hobert I~ccle2 inspires increasing ad-
miration in cont:raut with the tvro young TUa.:ncoves, one a 
knave, and the other a fool, 5.n Rhoda Flemin~:~. 'Harry 
,tocelyn, Lo:rd Laxley, and the other young noblemen a,re 
contemptible creatures when compared with Evnn Harrington. 
Squire Bel thai11 of Ea:rrx Richmond and Everard Romfrey of 
'Beauohrunp's Career are stronger cha.ra.oters than many of 
the othe1•s_, but are hopelessly reactionary and. crotchety. 
Lord Palmet is pxesented in contrast to Nevil, who is 
himself closely related to nobility, but of the finer 
type. Pa.lmet has but one genuine interost in the.world, 
pretty women. He is Epicurean in tastes, spending rnuoh 
time in such occupations as trying the flavor of cigars. 
Sir Willoughby Patterne is notoriously stupid. The phil-
andering of Sir Lukin Dunstane is a type shown to be the 
source of unending mischief in society, in Diana, and that 
of Loxd Paulet in Richard Feverel is the source of still 
deeper tragedy. The Earl of Fleeti11ood lacks sane, ~e.rmo-
nious development of character, being alwayo a battle-
ground of pride against kinder impulses and emotions. 
Lo:rd O:rmont is likewise an unbalanced old nobleman. 
Wherever strength ox proportion exists in the charac-
ters of Meredith1 s leading noblemen it is offset by some 
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prejudice or dilettantism~ An excellent example is that 
of P.omfrey, wh.ose chief interests we re hunting and stock 
b:reeding. Of all Nevil's feats , the one \'7hicl1 wa.s the 
source of greatest pride to hie uncle rm.s tbe al.)tainiug 
of a Jersey bull for which a ttYankee" WftS likewise bidding. 
The squire was liberal to his tenants excep·t in the matter 
of indemni:fioation for the damage clone to their c:ropa by 
game. The game laws he regarded aa the corne:r-etone of 
law, a.nd he belj.eved that an attack on tb.ern. threatened the 
structure of justice. Ile was quick to use the horsewhip 
as wexe Laxley m1d other young noblemen. 
FAULTS OF THE UIDDLE CLASS. 
If Meredith is satirical concerning the nobleman,, he 
is no less critical o:f' the middle class. In Beauchamp•s 
Career once more, he speaks to the point on social prob-
lems: 
0 we have signed no con-r1entio11 to l'espect 
their -- he speaks of Englishmen, Colonel Halkett, 
.;.._ Their f;a.ssive idolatries; we are not parties to 
the tacit agreement to fill our mouths and shut our 
eyes. 1Ne speak because it is better they be a-
roused to lapidate us than soused in their sty, 
with none to.let them hear they live like swine ••• 
The religion of this vast English middle class 
rulint~ the lGt.nd is comfort. It is thei:r central 
thought, their idea of necesei ty 1 their sole aim ••• 
Wha.tever alarms it, they join to c1·uah .... They will 
pay for the security of comfort, calling it national 
worship or national defencet if too much money is 
not subtracted from the means of individual comfort; 
if too much foresight is not demanded for the com-
fort of their brains ••• tlle people are not with them, 
and. 
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but against. and yet tho peo1Jle mig:ht he won 
by visible forthright kingly service to a loy-
alty outdoing theirs as the eun the moon. no 
it is with a church.. It lives if it is at home 
~vi th the· poo:c ~ In the arms of en:riched shop-
keepe:rs, it rots, goes to decay in vestments 
vestments, flakes of mummy wraps :or 1 t ! or 
else they use it for one of their political 
trUt""'.lcbeons to tt1~e the ignorrU1t mancee. n 16 
Other comments in the same vein are the following: 
"The l'1·otastmit parcon is ·the policernnn not 
to watch over the respt:ctability of the middle 
class" 17 , 
HThe English r2iddle clnsr l'Jhich has abs_orhed 
the uµper, and despises, when· it is not qua.king 
be f o:re it, the lower, wi 11 ha.ve nothing above it 
bu·t a :rickety ornament like that you see on a co11-
fectioner • s twelfth-cake.tr 18 
Of such passages one may truthfully say: nt.rhe ln.11-
gua.ge is the language of Meredith, bu·t the voices are the 
voices of Arnold and Carlyle." 
R.RFEPF.NOES TO COiJTE?.:POPAF.IES. 
There are occasional references in :Meredith's novels 
to his contempora.rias and to thei:r wo1·ks. In almost all 
instances the references axe made to authors who &exe in 
the vanguard of progressive thought. 
·is Beauchamp'"a Career, p. 325. 
17 Ibid., p. 169. 
18 Ibid., p. 324. 
His praise of the 
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influence they exertml is :reserved for those ~-;ho u.gi-
tated the complac~nt thinkers. He is unerringly a:tt;ract• 
ed 'by the changing 1 :re14:orming, and ~Jtirr:tng phases of 
their thought. 
In the first chapter of Diana qf the Crosewaxs~ Here~ 
dith has quite a long discussion of what he te::rrns 1Thra.in-
stuff!f. In speaking, presumably of Thackeray, he iirites: 
A grea.t modern wri te:r of olearea't eye and 
head, now departed, groaned over his puppetry 
tha·t he dared not animate them i flesh though 
they we:rc with the fires of positive brainstuff.» 19 
This is supposedly a ref erenoe to the preface of Pen-
dennis, in whioh Tha.ck,:::r.a.y apologized for his failul'e to 
treat his hero's character as it really was., showing human 
frailties ina·tead of carefully draped oonventionali ties. 
Writing his opinion of tllia censorious pu.blic 111hich 
cauaed Thackeray to feel the necessity of such an apology, 
M.eredi th reveals the attitude of the Victorians toward his 
own early work in the following letter to the Rev. Augus-
tus Jessop dated December, 1861: 
"Apropos of her political counsel ehe is 
adapting her wisdom to the mind of the snuffling 
moralist so powerful among us? Does she know th.at 
mv litera.rv reputation is tabooed as worse than a 
libertine in cartain virtuous Societies? •.• tha.t 
there have been meetings to banish me from book-
clubs? and that Pate l'familias ha.s given f!x. I\~udie a 
19 Diana of the Crossways~ p. 14. 
very l:irgg bit of hin petticoated mind oonce rn-
ing me"? Qo 
rega:rded as a '5:,ource Df ins1Jira.-tion to nevil. 
"""' .. 
His favo.rite author was one writing on Heroes 
in a, style reeembling either early a.re hi tcctu:re or 
utter dilnpidation so loose and rough it seemed; a 
tJir1d-in- the c)rchard style ... ; a.11 the p::igea in a 
breeze, the whole book producing a kind of elec-
trical t4Si trj.tio11 in the i~1iud and joints. 21 
Beauchamp was also a reader of Ruskin, pn.:rtioulo.:r 
mention being made of The Stones of Venice. Ileredith 
praised John Stuart Uill' s pn T.JibertY; in a letter to 
~1 Captain Ma.xse.. .... As early us 1861, the scientific 
terms of Darwin's Origin of Species had passed into cur-
rent speech, or at least into Ueredith's reproduction of 
speech. 1Vi th a some\vhat humorous co!motation, r::Bxedi th 
has the Countess de Saldar ·.vri te in hc:r le t·ter from Italy: 
0 ! am not at all aGtonished that J:r. Raikes 
should have married her maid. It is a caoe of 
natural selection.ff 22 
Speaking in person couceruing the effects of the theo-
ry of Evolution upon seekers af·te:c a living philosophy the 
author tells us in The Egoist: 
nwe d?.-='ove in a body ·to Sc ieuce the other day 
20 Letters of George lTieredi tl:, p. 66, Vol. I 
21 ~ h ' 0 ~3 ·:;.,eauo amp s areer, p. :.J •. 
22 Evan Harrington, p. 571. 
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fox an antidote ... ,. and Soj .. ence introduced us to our 
hoary ancest:ry ..•• and before daybreak, our disease 
was htmging on to us agairi t?i·th the extension o:f a 
tail ••• we were the ea.me;'" and animals· into.~. the bar-
e;ain. T!:1at is all tve got from Fcience. tt 23 
Although there is ?O :ref"erence made by the author to 
Browning in conneotion -rri th the following bit of philrJso-
phy, · one of the most original of his ideas is paraphrased. 
Me:redith expresses Brownlng•s well known quotation 1 
n i\ rr:an 1 s reach should exceed his grasµ-
Or v1hat•s a heav•n for?n 
in this rao..nner: 
Man• s aim is to culminate, but it is the 
saddest thing in the wo:r:l<i to feel tha.t we ltave 
accomplished it. 24 
There is- little defense fo:r onr; who reads Meredith 
ancl still fails to feel that he is not m oourant of 'ria-
torian ideas and t~ends. The novelist sha.xes the ref arm.-
ing spirit, both so9ial and political .. He is contemP-
tuous of the "Baxba~iansn, a.nd sympathetic with the Popu-
lace .. He reflects the ideas of ·the most p:rog:ressive 
writers of his day, and gives a :reading of life not marked-
ly different from th.n.t of other Victorian interpreters. 
23 The Egoisti p. 2. 
24 Rhoda Flemingt p. 153. 
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CHAPTER FIVE~. 
RELIG·Ious AlID DOHESTIC IDEAS. 
It is in his religious ideas that 'Meredith differs 
most noticeably from the conventional Victorian. Priest-
ley, writing of the characteristic struggles for a firm 
religious belief which many of the leaders in thought 
underwent during the era, informs us: 
The great Vioto:rians ••• are nearly all 
curiously lopsided. Soienoe, attended by a 
regiment of prancing 1 isms•,· took the field 
against Religion, and the thoughtful Victo-
rians had to side with one or the other ••• or 
to :tn:y to :reconcile them. l 
He offers it as his opinion that Meredith was a·pagan in 
religion and calls attention to the obvious lack of Chris-
tian theology in his universe. 
Trevelyan defines Meredi th'1 s position as regards the 
struggle between religion and science in this way: 
He is not on the side of religion nor on 
the side of science if these words are used in the 
sense that makes them hostile one to the other. 
But the essence of :religious feeling and the scien-
tific idea of evolution are merged into one to form 
his view of life. In ethics he is equally devoted 
to liberty and to law. 2 
Meredith himself speaks with a certain levity of man's 
l Pri;.Q,stley ~ J. B., George Meredith, p. 64. 
2 .Trevelyan, G. l!., Poetry and Phi:losoohy of George Mere-
dith, p. 104. 
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appeal to science for a solutiom of the problem of his 
destiny: 
We drove in a body to Science the other day 
for an antidote •.• and Science introduced us to 
our hoary ancestry ••• And before daybreak our 
disease was hanging on to us again with the exten-
sion of a tail .•• we were the same and animals tn§o 
the bargain~ That is all we got from Soienoe. 
In further comment upon Mereditb•·a attitude toward 
evolution, Priestley writes: 
He accepts Evolution, not ••• a mere mechanical 
progress or change but, at least when we come to 
Man, of conscious striving.. In this respect, in-
stead of escaping his age, be is 1 ts veritable 
singer. 4 
That is to say that Mere di th shares with the other great 
V1otorians the belief that man is the highest product of 
nature a.nd that his d·eatiny is to attain a 11erfeotion 
never yet realized. For each one it means that the dig-
nity and preciousness of the individual life demand that 
it sha.11 be lived to the fullest possible measure. Mere-
dith al.lows through the development of .his mo:re serious 
plots how .. the individual undergoes a more or less arduous· 
struggle to attain wisdom, poise, tolerance, strength or 
fortitude. He does not make his characters fight hard to 
find out the truth ab'?llt God, but to attain the cardinal 
virtues. He seems simply to accept the existence of God 
3 The Egoist, p. a 
4 Priestley, J. B., Geo:rge Meredith, p. 70. 
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in nature and in the earth as it is manifest to ordinary 
observers. 
The struggles for religious peace and for a panacea 
for assailing doubts which mt:uked the 11 vea of Carlyle, 
George Eliot, Tennyson, and t.~atthew Arnold, had no re-
oorded counterpart in the life of Meredith. None of bis 
characters-is made to undergo any profound upheaval in 
spirit as a result of nhonest doubt.tr In the religion of 
the organized churches be finds a great many things to 
satirize, but touching the underlying currents of religion 
of 
there is very little stirring/the waters evident in his 
novels. 
Bailey quotes lleredith as saying: 
I hope that ultimately we shall take teach-
ing out of the hands of the clergy and that we 
shall be able to instruct the clergy in the fact 
that Christianity is a spiritual religion and not 
one that is to be governed by material conditions. 
A spiritual God I most perfectly believe in. I 
have that belief constantly before me ••• I feel it 
within me; but a material God that interferes in 
material affairs I have never seen, and it is, I 
am sorry to say, fo:r the material God that the 
clergy seem to be striving. 5 
In spite of this fundamental point of difference be-
tween himself and all the c1ergy, he knows best and satir-
izes most frequently the clergy of the Anglican Church. 
However, he saw in ·the tendency of the English people of 
his day to turn.to the Roman Catholic Church, something of 
5 Bailey, E. J .. , Novels of George Meredith, p. 163. 
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a menace. In Dr. Shra.pnel's letter to Beauchamp, 
Meredith has him hit a telling blow at all types of 
clergymen for their materialism. The clergy of the 
Established Chu:cch are treated with subtlety and sar-
casm: 
Rome offers them (i.e .. the people) comfort 
in return fo:r their mites in coin and poor souls ! 
Uitee·in conscience, many of them ••• Warn the peo-
ple of this. Ay, warn the clergy. It is not 
only the poor that are caught by the ranters. 
Endeavor to make those accommodating shepherds 
understand that they stand a chance of losing rich 
aa well as poor•. It should awaken them. The helP-
less poor and the uneasy rich are nl1ke open to the 
seduction of Romish priests and intoxicated rant-
ers. 6 
At times M.eredith is almost flippant in his l'emarks 
cono~rning organized religion. In a letter (December 
1862), he wri tee to the Reverend Mr. Augustus Jessop, in 
a charaoteristio tone! 
The one point he evidently a little chafes 
a.t, is the Sunday religious exercise, which you 
have dared to temper for the poor lambs, and which 
they must still think severe. I remember at that 
age how all love of the apostles was belaboured 
out of me, by three Sunday services of prodigious 
length and drowsiness. 7 
One of the most amusing situations in Evan Harrington 
has to do with the Countess de Saldar•e religious waver-
ings. She is, of oouraet thrilled at the thought of going 
6 Beauchamp•s Oareer, p. 326. 
7 Letters of Geor~Meredith, Vol. I, p. 92. 
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to church at Beckley Cou?t because as a guest of the 
Jocelyne, she worships in the principal pew under the 
blazonry of the Jocelyn arms. The Rev. Mr. Parsley is 
rather a comfort to her, but can not compare with the 
Catholic> Dr. Herbert Duffin, who ultimately converted 
her to the Roman Catholic faith. Through this gentle-
ma.n•s anxiety to win her to her_ faith, h_e oonf.irms· her 
in her belief that her dear pa.pa. waa well justified in 
proclaiming himself a gentleman's offspring, for hie 
conduct wa~ carefully patterned after that of neighboring 
gent~emen. After her conversion, ohe travels in Italy, 
where she becomes more devout in her Catholicism because 
she feels that the "sweet sovereign Pontiff" is the only 
religious official of high rank who will gather all into 
his arms, not excepting tailors. 
A religious attitude almost as shallow as that of 
the Countess is evident in· the decision of Everard Rom-
frey to turn for ·consolation to the Church. 
So much had the earl oeen thrown out of his 
plan for protecting his wife, that he felt helP-
less, and hinted at the aids and comforts of re-
ligion. He had not rejected the official Church 
and regarding it now as in alliance with great 
Houses, he considered that its ministers might 
also be useful to the troubled women of noble fam-
ilies. He offered, if she pleased, to call in 
the xector to sit with her -- the bishop of the 
diocese -- if she liked. ti 
8 Bea.uohamp'*s Ca:reex, p. 564. 
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'lfuenever t!eredith dravva pictures of curates and 
rectors, he is a critic of.the .Anglican clergy. Be 
rarely presents one save in satirical or utterly un-
attractive manner. His clergymen are often lineal de-
cendants of Jane Austen's Ur. Collins. '!hey usually 
show stupidity and a belief in their own superiority; 
they are hypocrites, social climberst and time servers. 
The curate of Lobourne is one utterly useless character 
in 'I1he Ordeal of Richard Feverel; as i11terpreted to us 
by the Countess de Saldar, the Rev. Mr. Duffin is a 
slightly comic, yet hypocritiQa.1 character; lir. Parsley 
is best described as seen through the irrepressible 
Countess' eyes: 
••• the c·ura.te, :Mr. Parsley, who eats every-
thing and agrees with everything,aided in chok-
ing by the tightness of the white neck-cloths the 
young clergymen of the Established·Churoh wear. 
He has just as much and no more of the English 
polish. than one ordinarily meets. When he has 
given me soup or :fish; bowed to me over wine and 
asked a conventional question, he has done with 
me. I should imagine hie opinions to be ex-
tremely good, for they axe not a multitude; 9 
Dr. Middleton of 'I!he Egoist
1 
is also a slightly oomic fig-
ure ~ a thoroughly Epicurean being, oapa.ble of sacrificing 
his lovely daughter to Sir Willoughby for the gift of the 
elation caused by the ninety year old fatterne Port.. The 
9 Evan Harrington, p. 180. 
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most unattractive sketches of the clergy are those of 
the suggestively named pair in One of Our Conquerors, 
Septimus Barmby and Groseman Buttermore. In the elder 
Woodaeer of The Amazing 1,.ta.rriage, the London Dissenting 
preacher is portrayed. He is~ howeve~, a rather finer 
type of "ranter" than one would expect in a book by such 
a critic of 'clergymen as Meredith. 
The novelist was keenly aware of the influence of 
the church on the people and was equally a\ivare of the un-
thinking way in which they often accepted their religion. 
There is truth in his picture of the Countess going to 
Chuxch to be seen; in that of Major Waring going to see 
Mrs. Lovell; in the accusation of Dr. Shrapnel that the 
middle class used religion as a means to coerce the lower 
class into doing what was desired; in.the gesture of the 
Earl of Fleetwood in turning to a Brotherhood for conso-
lation after his ferilure to obtain a reconciliation with 
Oorinthia.. But in the composite vierv of all these 
studies of religion there is no suggestion of the whole 
truth about the power of religion in Victorian society. 
Meredith leaves too much out of account the humanitarian 
I 
spirit and the consecration to work for the betterment of 
one"s fellowmen which animated divines and laymen. He 
shows no stirrings of the emotions of the people in gen-
era.1 by the power of religion. Too frequently even his 
lowliest characters are either confirmed hypocrites or 
oynios. He does, howeve:rl affinn au abiding faith in a 
spiritual God, a high conception of the destiny of man, 
an essential belief in the goodness of nature and of 
earth, the mother of man. 
Of his pronouncements on the subject of prayer one 
taken from a late novel is· particularly revealing. Ma-
tey Weybu:rn rushed home to his mot~er•e cottage to find 
her already dead,, a.nd 111 a sentimental scene 1 he falls on 
his knees by her bedside 1n prayer. Meredith writes of 
th.is prayer: 
Prayer is powe:r within us to.communicate 
wlth the desired beyond our thirsts. 10 
This act of communication \Vith the spirit animating all 
life is l!eredith1 s nearest approach to conventional wor-
ship. The spirit with whioh he chose to commune, he 
spoke of as a spiritual God.. This spirit is not much 
dwelt upon in the novels. Crees says, in an exposition 
of tteredi th• s philosophy: 
nut what others call Nature, 'Mexedi th more 
often chooses to call Earth. The difference is 
sign~fica.nt.. It emphasizes his belief thaJt we 
are sprung from the soil, of the earth earthy•· 
but in some higher sense, that ae we come from 
Earth eo we are dissolved again into Earth. 11 
The chief ·guides to this philosophy discove:rable in 
10 Lord Ormont and His Aminta., p. 173 •. 
ll Crees,. J. H. E., George Meredith, p. 104. 
the novels, are Meredith's interpretations of various 
lowly characters. There is his acceptance of Robert 
Eccles in Rhoda Fleming, who in spite of his nearness to 
nEarthu has something finer \vi thin him than have the high-
4-Y cultured Blanooves. The superiority with which he en-
clows the frank utte:rly natural Oandra in contrast to the 
victims of fffine shades and nice feelingsn has already been 
mentioned in Chapter Three. In the novels which deal with 
the problems of unsanctioned marriage relationships Mere-
dith p1aoes the laws of natu:re and earth constantly higher 
than those of religion and of country. l!a.u•s allegiance 
is chiefly owing to the natuTal impulses which the author 
conceived as wholly or at least dominantly good rather than 
evil. Victorian morality was not the measuring rod by 
which he estimated the conduct of bis own characters. 
Except for the struggles against society in which bis 
characters often found themselves enmeshed and except for 
the occasional flings taken at the representatives of God 
on earth, Meredith has no very full revelations concerning 
that indissolubly united pair of Victorian associates --
Religion and Morality. 
DOMESTIC SITUATIONS. 
_4.ny mention of Victorian morality is likely to sug-
gest its birthplace and stronghold, the Victorian home. 
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In an age of glorified domesticity such as was the mid-
Viotorian age, any novelist who would make the a1ightest 
effort to give a truthful reading of society must use the 
home tta the cen·ter of hia universe. George Eliot sorne-
times idealized be1.. pic·tu1·es of home life, even ~ihile ad:.-
mi tting imperfect harmony,. aa in the case of the Tulliver 
household in the Mill on the Floss. The ironici bitter 
treatment of home life has been made famous by Samuel 
Butler's Wax of All Fles..1!.1 which is a study of the Victo-
rian f a1nily, even though it was not published fox a num-
ber of years after the close of the era.. Still more 
frequently, Victorian novelists treat the absence- of a 
well organized comfortable family life as the e.ource of 
much pathos, sorrow, and maladjustment. Becky Sharp, 
David Copperfield, Olive1~ 'twist u.11 lacked ·the kind of 
social "?vtell-being which a normal,; regulated home life se-
cu~res to a child. 
Meredith·•a love of home was hardly less sentimental 
than that of his contemporaries. His 011n lif'e at Box 
Hill proved how great was his devotion to such a life,. 
In his novels he showed how tremendously importa..nt was the 
influence of home and family upon individual character. 
But just as a great many of his characters a.re wa,l'ped, 
even tn the manifestation of their finest traits, so is his 
picture of normal or average Victorian home life a bit 
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waxped. 
It wae true that to a. great extent among the classes 
which form the chief J'8rsonnel of his novels, the small 
family had alxeady· become the ri1le .. But i~. the gxeat ma-
jority of Victorian homes, the Queen's example of nine off-
spring was imitated. geredi th·' s fictional child.ren are 
almost invariably child:ren of small families. Riche.rd 
Feverel, Nevil Beauchamp, Willoughby Patterne, Diana. and 
Nasta Victoria. were "only" children. Evan Harrington's 
three sisters were all in soma way neoessrlry to the devel-
opment of a rather complicated plot. Dahlia Fleming ivas 
provided with one sister and Corinthia Jane with a brother 
to supply needs in the plots and contrasts in chn.:racter .. 
we migbt easily oonviot-our novelist of failure to give ua 
a true reading of life in this paxticular. But we £.hould 
likewise have to convict the best of his fellow artists, 
for the conscious exercise of their po~er of selection pre-
vented the most of them f:rom attempting to present the tyP-
ical Victorian family.. ·We remember Copperfield, the two 
Sedleya,, Tom and Maggie Tullive:r, and tha three little Pon-
tifexes. · The sheer power of numbers would have over-
whelrned almost any artist tvho attemp·~ed to give an exact 
picture nf the generously endowed British families. Some 
characters must of necessity xemain figure-heads, where 
:. 
many are attempted, for even the incomparable Jane Austen 
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found the five Bennet gixJ..a three too many fox effective 
ch i"trac te riza ti on. 
Not only a.re ~~e:red.i th' s fa .. vniliea ama.11, but they are 
often placed in nomadic life or in homes. lacking in the 
symp:.-:.thy a.nd st~? .. bility which was one of the finest cha.ra.c-
terist·ics of Victori~m home life. Ho\vtnrer, Richard Fev-
ere 1 has suffered the loss of his tiother l:>y he:c elopement 
-- a not improbable occurrence even in the strictly moral 
atmosphere of mid-century EnglPJicl. The tyranny of Bir 
Aunt in' s eduoatione .. 1 syBtem and its consequent effect on 
Rioha:rd' s oharacter- are a direct outgrowth of this ill e .. d-
jus ted condition of home life. 
The weaknesses of a number of J:!eredi th'' s chaxactexa 
are shotm to have a definite :relation to an upset of sym-
pa the tic, sanely balanced home life. Vii th the death of 
lira. Fleming in Rhoda. Fleming .. the cheerful and ·wholesome 
integrating influence passed from the farmerts home 1 and 
the oold, hard, narro1v and inflexible tyranny of the fath-
er became the ruling spirit., Paternal domination is also 
evident in the formation of the cha.racters of Clotilde of 
The TTa.~ic Conedians, and of Clara liiddleton of The Egoist~ 
the chief difference between the two being thnt Clotilde 
had not the spirit and sense to resist, and that Clara had 
both. 
The home life of the Harringtons in Evan Harrington 
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furnishes all the motives and themes which a1·e developed 
in the story. - The "Great Mel•sn snobbery and desire to 
escape from his own social class are influential upon his 
chi'ldren even after his death, and the more ambitious of 
his offspring are willing to sacrifice the honor of the 
whole family to their inherited ambi~ion. The poise and 
common sense of Mrs. Mel acts as a foil to the giddineea 
of the father, and her good old English determination not 
to seem something which she is not, acts wholesomely upon 
all the family except the impossible Countess de Sn.ldar. 
Further instances of the effaots which Meredith aaw 
clearly resulted from unnatural home environment are found 
in the egoism of Sir Willoughby ?atterne, the Hvictiro" of 
the adoration of the entire Patterne clan, and in the de-
termined opposition of Beauchamp to the ideas of his Uncle 
Everard. The grim struggle between the Belthams ar;d Rich-
mond Roy for the devotion of Harry and his checkered child-
hood life ·which resultad fxom it, is another case in point, 
as are Diana's unstable and motherless childhood~ and Nesta 
Victoria's strange, unsettled, transitory, companionleas 
life. There is in all these cases indirect evidence that 
although Yered.ith did not paint a realist's pictui·e of the 
Victorian fmnily and home, he realized how powerful was the 
influence of these social factors upon the formation of 
character. 
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The fathers or gun.rdians port:r:uyed by Meredith were 
frequently tyrannical .. Sir Austin Feverel> Fa:tmex Flem-
ing, Squire Belthmn, D:r_. Middleton and Eve:rard F.omfrey. 
were parents whose ideas fitted in admirably 1td th those of 
the fathers mentioned in Chapter Two -- the :representatives 
on earth of the stern Puritan Father in heaven. 
Although the rod does not appear as the right hand 
assistant of these -pa.xents, even 11hen ti1e children weze pre-
sumably small enough for its use, there is an inflexibility 
of the will a.nd an exacting demand for obedience in the 
parental attitude which 1s as muoh oha.racte:ristie of them 
as of Theobald- ?ontifex. In a.ddi tion, they combine· an in-
tense interest in -the welfare of ea.oh child, and are oon-
£1cicus of the great importance and significance of the life 
of each. There is, how-ever, li·t;tle of the rnodern- idea of 
self-direction and guidance by love suggested in any of the 
parental and filial relations v.ri th the possible exception 
of Iresta. Victoria nnd the Radnors in One ,of Oux Conquerors. 
The increasing oonsoiousnesr:;: of the impo:rtanoe of the 
children of a family led the Victorian novelists to make 
some of their most memorable oha1·a.cters children. Mere-
di th' s boys, especially those of the early teen ago, ax·e 
particularly well done. tl'his artistry may have been in-
spired by the association or the memory of his close and 
loving companionship with his son, Arthur. Richard; 
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Ripton Thomson:1 Harry Richmond, and Crossja.y Patterne 
are among his finest studies t)f childhood F.,Jld you th. 
These childxen .\ve:re definitely chaxacterized and were yet 
quite possible und natural children. Richard was like a 
young and mettlesome colt chafing at reatralnt; Ripton, 
ju.at a normal, rather dull. mischief loving boy; Orossjay, 
a sor.J.ewhat :rorianticized youngster who combined the forth-
right qualities of Ripton and the sensitiveness to honor 
of Richa:rd; Harry Hichmond" a lover of p,,ll things roman-
tic 1 even f:rorJ babyhood. Heredithis studies of little 
girls axe scarcely Etore than the merest sketches. Clare 
is first met as a. small~ fe~inting girl afraid of ghosts 
in The Ordeal of Richard Feverel, and Bxouney, as a young 
miss of decisive and independent yet attractive personali-
ty in Lord Ormont end His Aminta~ 
Meredith spared no Victorian sentimentality in his 
manner of describing babies.: 
He now followed her leading hand~ Luoy 
whispered, 1 You mustn't disturb hiE:,' u11d with 
dainty fingers drew off the covering to the lit-
tle shoulder. One a::m.. of the child wu.s out a-
1ong the pillow, the small hand open. His baby 
mouth was pouted full; the dark lashes of hie 
eyes seemed to lie on his plump cheeks. Rich-
ard stooped lower dotm to him, hungering for 
some movement as a sign that he lived. I2 
Although Meredith1 s child characters a:re like the 
12 The Ordeal. of Riche.rd Feverel, p. 549. 
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studies of family life in being partly conventional and 
partly highly ind.ividualistic, it is chiefly in the women 
of his· novel.s that lY-e see the Victorian heroine es she was 
!12.1- The :f s.ct is that he set up his best known and raost 
admired women cha.rac-'cers as a sort of ideal, possessing 
qualities which he found admirable, but rare. We know, 
then, frequently ivbat some women were like in the days. of 
Victoria because they possessed txaits of character almost 
\vholly unlike those of M<~redith•s heroines. 
By far the greatest part of the critical writings 
concerning Meredith relates Lis position upon the tradition-
al concept of womanly conduct. His best o:ritics have often 
insisted upon the fact that his point of view \vas progres-
sive. He was essentially occupied with the portrayal of 
that place in society into which the n1ords of creation" 
had forced womankind, and in the portrayal of the contrast-
ing pos 1 tion lJf which she would be assured by a wholesome, 
sane, unsentimental a.cceptance of her. 
l!e redi th 1 s attitude tormrd woman: 
Bailey writes of 
Of the many illusions which a.re constantly 
hampering mankind in its advance toward full per-
fection, Meredith judged by all his writings from 
beginning to end seems to look upon the convention-
al attitude toward women as the most stubborn. 13 
In specific instances Meredith showed his rathex :S:ol-
erant amusement at the kind of feminine attitudes which were 
13 Bailey, E .. J., The Novels of George Ueredith, p .. 39. 
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· the outgrowth of 1ricto:rian °respectubility," stamped by 
the r:rodexns as dull., reactionary., and Puritan1ca..l. His 
blows are on the whole" gentle but well aimed. A dia-
logue between Sir Willoughby a.nd Olai·a. in The Egoist ie 
one of his most brilliant nat1:rical pz.u.san.gcs: 
'Where are we now? _ Bride is bride and wife 
is i1ife and is, in hono:r, wedded. You cannot be 
released. we are united. There is no possibili-
ty of releasing n. wife.• 
1 Not if ohe :u.:.n --• 
Thia was too direct to be b.ieitrionicnlly rnisunder-
G tood ••• She saw his hor1'or and seeing, shaxed it, 
shared just then only by seeing it, which led her 
to rejoice with the deepcHt of sighs tbo.t some 
shame was left in her. 
'Ran? ran? ran?t he said aa rapidly as 
he blinked. 'How? where! what idea --?t 
Close was he upon nn explosion that would have 
sullied his conception of the purity of yow1ger 
members of the sex hauntingly: 
That she, a young lady, maiden, of strictest 
aduca.tion should n.nd without his teaching, kno\v 
that wives ran!. know that by running they com-
pelled their husba.ndo to abandon pursuit, surren-
der possession -- and that she should suggest it · 
of herself aG a wife ! thn.t she should speak of 
running! 14 
Even the old ladies, f nr m1 example the :redoubtable 
Hrc. !:!el., are made to pay t:cibu·te to an often ridiculous 
public opinion or to escape payr~ent only hy a:cti·aonlinary 
strength of chaxa.cte:r which flew in the face of conven-
ti on. Hear the Countess de Sa.ldar concerning J::rs. Mel: 
14 The Egoist, p. 132. 
Mn.ma displeases me in consentine; to net .as 
housekeeper to old Grumpus .... I d..o not agree \ti th 
you in thinking her right in :refusing a second 
marriage. Her age does not shelter her from 
scandal in your Protestant communi t :tes. 15 . 
In spite of Meredith's ability to see the humor of 
the Victorian lady1 s position and to see the.sham and sen-
timentality in the aombination of idol and slave which the 
average Victorian gentleman wa.~ supposed to worship, but 
actually tyrannized over, he was almost never ultra modern 
and often not at all modern in his characterization of fem-
inin1 ty. · Some of his least conventional and most~a.dmir-
able women had their Victorian traits. But the ohief 
victims of his satiric Muse were those la.dies who bad no 
traits which were nobler than the narrowest~ least sin-
cere of the Victorian virtues. 
The first and simplest of Meredith•s heroines, Lucy 
Desborough, was a conventionally sweet, innocent and 
credulous young miss moved only by a passionate and eter-
nal devotion to her young lover. She was swerved from 
this devotion by nothing whatsoever -- neither cruelty, 
nor neglect, nor injustice. Her watchwords were ever 
fidelity and love. She had a fine sort of courage, how-
ever, which sometimes fails to appear in the character of 
a heroine of this soft, yielding, obedient and dependent 
type. Our author was oonsistent1y Victorian enough 1n 
15 Evan Harrington, p. 572. 
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tlle oaae ·of· Lucy to ha..ve her yield appropriately to 
ma:c·tyrdom, overcome by the gl.·eat burden of hex· sorrows. 
Rose Jooelyu of Evan Hal"rington belongs to the cate-
gory of heroines descz·ibed as chaxacteristioally 'Ticto-
:rian by l1rs. Elizabeth Drew, who w:ri tes of them: 
But they all fall in love, have to pass 
through auffe:ring and saoxifioe and win :Einal 
happipeas by patience a.nd devotion to princi-
pOtcl. 16 
The ladies Isal:>el and Elinor Patterne, n.1mts of Sir 
Willoughby,'" and the Duvidney ladies, aunts of Victor Rad-
nor, were preserved as carefully from· any to.int of fem-
inis~ as if they had lived on another planet. The knit-
ting and embroidery done by the former pair, and the ten-
der care and expensive perfume lavished upon a lap dog by 
'the latter are indicative of the oircumso:ribed interests 
of the maiden ladies of the era. The f ect tha.t not oven 
in the privacy .Jf their O'ef11 boudoir, in the darkness, 
could the Duvidney sisters bring themselves to a frank 
discussion of their dog•s necessary ha.bi ts, a.nd of their 
nephew's unnecessary ttraiatake ft ia the so:rt of fact that 
' the present day attributes to the modesty peouli~I' to 
"respectable" Victorian ladies. 
Clare Forey of The Ordeal of Pichard Feverel is first 
met as a small, :fainting girl. She is later made to suf-
16 Drew_. E., The Modern t~ovel, p. 107. 
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fe..r for· a great love in silence 1 to obey unquestioningly 
he:r mother•s command to marry a repulsive husband and 
finally to die of disappointment and a broken heart, 
raising a sort of remorse in Richard's heart~ 
Although Ueredith held a liberal ideal for feminine 
freedom, he was not a believer in the magia of the ballot. 
In spite of his obvious admiration of Diana, and her taste 
' . 
f.or intellectual o.phorisms and politics, he dici not fully 
liberate ev(~n her from his o~m Victorian estimate that wo-
men, no matter how intelligent and progressive, act rather 
on feeling and im:pulne than upon reasonable, rationalized 
bases. 
In his gospel on the problems arising out of unhappy 
mn:r1·ied. life nnd the social stigma upon divorce and Ut."'l-
sanctioned U.."1ion, he neve:r advocates the freeing of no-
ciety fxom a..11 restrictions. In 1'JatallJ· Radnor, who is. 
I think, one of the finest of all his characters, he shows 
clearly what a price society exacts of a :finely sensitive 
soul torn between the courage to love without social sane-
tion and the fear of the consequenccrn of her own action 
when exposed to the eyes of the world. As a character 
she enlists our sympathy, and n:rs. Burman Re"'dnor, r;ho :re-
fuses to divorce Viet ox, our distaste, but Ueredi th is not, 
committed to any.advocacy that society should feel differ-
ently about Victor and Nata.ly .. One needs no clearer ex-
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position of the ext:reme horrox felt by "refined" society 
toward the erring loveT in 1r1ctorian days than the study 
of the Radnor family and its .c.ontacts. It is ~ignificant 
to :remember that Me:redith wa.a draf7ing this fine character 
. during the same period when Sir Arthur Winp; Pinero could 
not find it in his experience t" justify the rescue of 
Paula in The Second Mrs. Tangueray. These fin de s:i.ecle 
writers had not escaped the Victorian social oxder 1 nnd in 
spite .of all Ptiestley says concerning Mered1 th' s rrodern 
point of view, he concedes this: 
· · He always surveys the world and l.Voman in that 
world from a strictly masculine angle,. Never in 
his heart does he depart from the fiew that the 
end of Woman ie mating and the goal he always sets 
her is a_satisfying personal relationship. 17 
Mered:t th himself he.s a number of pointed and amusing 
thipgs to say concerning the position of wornen. Cla:r:a. 
Middlet~n, fi:Qding herself envelo::>ed in the toils of an 
elaborate, even though unwritten code of behavior for la-
dies, debates with herself how best to escape n·m.rriage 
with Sir Willoughby: 
She could not declare that she doubted his 
truthfulness •.. a sullen fit, tears , pretext of a. 
mood were denied her now by the rigor of those 
laws of decency -i.vhioh are a garment to la.dies of 
pure breeding. 18 
The functions of the Victorian wife as Meredith saw 
17 Priestley, J. B., George Me:redi th 1 p. 137. 
18 The Egoist, p. 392. 
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them throut~h the oyes of the ordinary husband a.xe per .... 
hupe nowhere in. his lVritinga aet :forth so succintly as in 
this excerpt, likewise from The Egoist: 
A tried steadfast 11voman 1s the one jewai of 
the sex. !3he points ta her husband like the sun-
flower; her love illuminate·s him.; she lives in him, 
f 01· him; she tee tiftee to hie woTtb; she drags the 
world to his feetz she leads the chorus of his 
p1·0 ..ises; she justifies him in his own estee~. 
Surely tlle:re is not ·on earth such beauty. l~ 
In neauchnmp' s Cn:rcer, Cecelia HaJ.klett t ·~vbo is aym-
pathe t 1c and intelligent, io yet hound by the political 
txadi tions of b.er father s.i.r1ply becrrnse they we:re his, and 
because she, a duughtex, must be obedient iu all things. 
In a soliloquy, this revelation concerning her conduct 
toward Nevil is made: 
Nor was it to be acknowledged even to her-
nelf that she so greatly desired to see him and 
advise him. Because ah.e 1ms one of the artifi-
cial cr(:H: .. :l;u:res called women who dare not he snon-
taneous - who if they would be admirable in the 
wo:cld' s eye rimst remain fixed on shebres like 
other marlcetable objects -- a.voiding motion to 
avoid shattering OT tarnishing. aQ 
In a. less ironic vein, ?!exedi th tells how the major-
ity of v.romen :react toward a siate:r who finds this pa.ssiv-
1ty and simulated ignorance intolerable., 
de Saldar ia in question: 
19 Ihi.· d ·. 341 ~J • J p.. -
20 TO\ • t c p. 36a.. :1eauonamp a · areex, v 
The Countess 
10?. 
. ~elm women smilbd vacc-:mtly a.nd lu~d n comnon 
thought that it was ill bred of her to hold forth 
in that wa.y at table , and unf emil1lne of any woman 
to speak continuously anywhere. 2 
Meredith's heroes fre~1ently speak in a disparnging 
mrmner of women's intellect, advising then: not to juc16e 
things out of their r.:;phe:re) and placing a contemptuous 
eBtimatH upon their ideas. 
cepted belief of feminine inferiority·ie the lack of pro-
test with whiclJ even the women themselves· e.ccep1~ed "~he 
:rebuffs. 
Occasionally the autho:r seems to speak in pe:re,on in 
·a me"nnex utterly conventional; especially concerning ideals 
of purity and senti2~entrili ty. He says, f Ol' exarr;ple, nl-




Remember, however, that a kiss separates 
them; nnd how many millions of lec<-gues · tha.t 
counts for in love in a pure girl•s thought. 
I leave you to guess. 22 
Of the same fine girl he writes with tender feeling: 
The tea.rs e:trea.roed down her cheeks, ~rnd in 
her lovel;z: humility,. he saw the baseness of thnt 
pride of his which had hitherto held him up. 23 
... 
Evan Ha:rrin~ton, p. 281. 
iatu.n Harl':ington> p. 55·1. 
Ibid., p. 565. 
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An apparently complete surrender to the belief that 
woma.n has a definite sphere is often· indicated. For a.n 
example, the idea advanced by Ha.r:rlet that women excel 
only in a. spiritual, non-intellectual conteot: 
1 You have no chance. 
with men there, r.1ou.isa? 
·ruy Harriet complains 
of female we nkne s s \ 1 
•Yes.. We are strong in our 
own element~ Louisa. But don't 
be tempted out of it.' 24 
. Inasmuch as the maj 01:i ty of t:r:a.i ts in Mere di th 1 s ma.n-
ne r of approach ·to the study of womenkind is undoubtedly 
modern, these traits ha't/e received emphasis and have been 
noted almost to the exclusion of his more conventional 
etudien. There are enough of the latter> however, to. 
prove that he s·tood upon that important question not very 
far away from his contemporaries. His deep silence upon 
the traeedy of his owu marriage, hiB insigtence that men 
should give what women presuma.bly had not the power to at-
tain, his complete belief that 
"The woman ts cause is manta; they rise or a ink 
1rogether ,n 
and his recognition that the best conceivable career of 
womankind did not leave man out o~ it at all, are certain-
ly conventional enough. His lifelong acknowledgment that 
24 Evan Harrington, p. 541 
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there was a 0 woman problemH, ~.nd that woman's ti-ue po-
sition in society was- nei tbe:r~ th~t of vass:,;1.l nor idol 
. Hae C'1 point of view corurnon enough awone:~ Victorian 




A painter who tried to paint, in a aeries of murals 
or oanvaases, the panorama of Victorian life as Meredith 
alone revealed it, might often find himself a.t a loss for 
details of oolor. shape or style. But as his knowledge 
and imagination must aid him in supplying detail, so must 
the knowledge and imagination of the apprectative reader 
supply for him the olear, complete images of sights, 
sounds and scenes which the novelist leaves shadowy, o:r 
suggest'& with but a few vivid words. 
On the other hand, a realistic b~okground is often 
carefully and elaborately worked out by the author, so 
that characters move about in, an environment nearly as 
definite as that.of one•s neighbors. Meredith draws a 
real, living English background, especia1ly that part of 
it representing the oountryside and the oountry estate. 
And smal1 wonder it is, for he knew and loved Hampshire 
and Surrey, altho' he did not always choose to describe 
their landscape as exactly as Hardy has described that 
of the Wessex country. Ueredith also knew the typical 
seaport town, for he was born at Portsmouth, and the 
"sou•wester" was familiar throughout his youth. When 
he ventured to describe scenes about London, his studies 
lll. 
are more vague, although the essential quality of the 
London street is often made to emerge from his de-
scriptions with remarkable vividness. The England of 
hie day, however, was rich in Victorian atmosphere, 
both in provincial county and in cosmopolitan city. 
One· who recorded the idyllic beauty of the country es-
tate recorded the dominant _beauty of English background. 
In addition to the occasional word paintings whioh 
reveal the physical aspects of Victorian England in a 
rare degree, there is much in Meredith which irrevoca-
bly "da.testt him. Although he was not in his art a 
devotee of a restraining consistency, and there is ad-
m~ttedly much-within his pages which bears little rela-
tion to the social order then current, and which gives 
a queer, somewhat distorted picture of English society, 
yet there is muoh unmistakable evidence that he depicted 
the social life of England of his day with commendable 
fidelity. 
From first to last be portrays genuine English· 
sports, English social gatherings, and English home and 
family life as 'it existed upon his own plane. His ex-
position of the relations of social classes in nineteenth 
century England is superb. He is alert to the problems 
of hypocritical Puritan discipline, of middle class ma-
terialism, of upper class decadence and lack of leader-
112. 
ship.· and of the false unendurable position of the major-
1 ty of tvomen. He offers significant observations on 
contemporary art" musio, entertainment, and reading. :On 
the other· band, his treatment of the religious life of the 
populace laoka the touch of reality. He is less earnest 
and less zealous a.bout t.he "st:rugg1e" of religion and sci-
ence than any good Victorian could conceivably be. 
Neve:rthelees, he stands side by side with many "good 
Victorianstt 1n their oha.:raoteristic beliefs, and shares 
·with. them opinions often as like as tivo drops of water. 
The reraarkable intricacy with which literary ·influences 
are \toven and interwoven leaves us doubtful as to the in-
debtedness of any f1:rst rate author to another, and es-
pecially to a contarnporaxy. We are rather safe in pre-
suming that a number of nineteenth century authors let 
down their buckets ~1here they were and of necessity drew 
up out of the pool of Victorian activity, many similar 
ideas and attitudes. Meredith is, therefore, also 
8 dated" as a contemporary of the great Victorians by vir-
tue of many fundamental beliefs he shares with tllem, by 
the seriousness of bis efforts to understand life, by his 
power of areating·strong, individualistio characters --
which he frequently shows as "egoists" -- by his interest 
in a broader liberalism in politics and society. Like 
Dickens 1 and Arnold, and Ruskin, and Carlyle, he felt the 
113. 
urge of° the reforming api:ri t which was ab:road in the 
count-ry. Even the interests and influences somewhat 
peculiar· to him·--. the strong stamp of German thought 
on bis mind and character, and his preoccupation with 
the feminist question axe suggestive of the age and its 
cultural life, and of its pTessing problems. Only hie 
natural humor prevented his zeal for reforming manners 
from being at least as characteristic of him as is hie 
concept of Comedy. 
Our know1edge of Victorian society gleaned from the 
writings of Meredith's contemporaries is most incomplete 
if we do not know a.t least a few of D1ckans 1 "single 
trait 1• comic characters 1 Thacl{eray' a Snobs, tJ'atthew A:rn-
old 1 s Philistines and Tennyson's rebellious women. We 
are further prepared to understand Meredith, if we have~ 
in addition to thia, the knowledge of Browning's philos-
ophy of happiness lying in imperfection or of Darwin's 
theory of natural selection. In Meredith we find re-
fleotions of them all, and we know unmistakably that 
even while he contributed prophetic and visionary "read-
ings of lifeff in his novels, he kept his stride well 
timed to that of his great contemporaries. He did not 
outrun them, as many oritios would have us believe. 
From the internal evidence offered by the novels 
themselves, we venture 'to "dateff our author. ·No one 
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could mistake them -- sophisticated~ analytical products 
that they are -- for works of the eighteenth ce.ntu~y 
which saw the rise of the novel. ·They have escaped too 
completely from plot into the realm of characterization, 
and have shuffled off the simple, though rambling stories 
of the early novels for an elaborate, still. rambling anal-
ysis of mental processes. There are scarcely more than 
a few tragic or nearly tragic incidents in the most com-
plicated of them. On the other hand, the novels could 
scarcely be of any twentieth century @nre, for they a.re 
"respectable" even as the author laughs at tt:respectab111-
ty". He treats moral problems with a. fine dignity and 
restraint. admitting no prurience. Hie works are often 
sentimental even while he conducts an open and studied 
warfare against sentimentality. He yields ooca.sionally 
to the impulse to insert a harrowing death-:bed scene, 
idealizes young love 1 and draws character after character 
with no spark of human naughtiness. His .books are con-
ventional, even as he asks a pointed question concerning 
the justice and logic of conventions. 
Throughout our seaxch for traits which vindicate 
our author of the critical charge that he is not of his 
own time nor place, we have attempted always to apply but 
one touchstone: What should we know of mid-nineteenth cen-
tury England if all available eocia1 histories and liter-
115. 
ary works·except those of George·Meredith were destroyed? 
What a wealth of knowledge be does leave to us ! 
Read his pages carefully and know the truth about social 
organization, and a part of the vastly complicated truth 
. about socia1 environment. Xnow the aims of that re-
forming spirit which was, after all, the animating force 
of the Victorians.· Know adequately what problems con-
cerning woman·and the family were moat difficult of so-
lution. Xnow political treuda from the points of view 
of both the idealist and of his opponents. Know many 
of the most signif ioa.nt things thought and said by Uere-
dith·•a. leading· contemporary litterateure. 
- Find: in Meredith the devotion to progress that was 
Victorian; the reticence that was Victorian; frequently 
the sentimenta.11 ty ·that was Victorian; the zeal for 
reforming·aociety that was Victorian, and _everywhere in 
his pages the unmistakable surge of rich, varied and busy 
life, set down in a spirit of :I'omantio realism, like\vise 
Victorian• 
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